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DO YOU REALLY CARE - OR...

L. Sherry Nye*

D6 you care enough to smile at me -
or is that only when you're free?

Do yo* care enough to touch and hug -
or is that only when-it fits your role?

Do you care enough to talk and share -

or is that only%wh'en you're feeling good?

. Do you care enough to say, "I'm sorry" -
or is that only when your pride's not hurt?

Do you care enough to stop and listen
or is that drily when you're throgh with work?

Do you care eap..ugh to resolve our. differences -

or is that may when it fits your motives?

DO you care enough to be.-011-rself - '

or is that may if_th6e is,no risk?

Do.you re-enough to be my friend each day -
or that only when I don't get in the way?

a.

tell .me,
do you really. care -
or ... is it just a game?

*L Sherry Nye is, an assistant professor, Uni'veriity
of Tennessee, Knoxville. 7 ,,

. .

0 Copyright 1972 by,The American PersOnnea & Guidance
Association. Reprinted,with permission df publish-

-' ei,. All rights reeervea-..
, / .
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PREFACE

, The Program for Educationhl OpportUnitf%is.a
university-based institute designed to assist School
districts in the process of desegregation based an
race, national origin, and sex. Thlr Program,, based
at The University of Michigan, was established by the
U.S. Office of Education pursUant tO Title IV of the
1964 Civil fights Act.

Beside providing in-district services on request
and without c.harge to public schools in MichigalL, the
Program annually consductshn series of conferenc41,

Several conferences were held duTing 1975 .

1976 covering topics of critical importance to scho61.
board members, aldpinistrators, teachers, students,
and community. -, o conferences 'on counseling for '
equal-opportunitywere held during these two-years.
The papers from these conferences have been combined
.into this volume.

To' e cons ltants from professional associations,
g. nmen al 'agen ies, university communities, and
racti edudatb s and attorneys, and Program ex-

p esses its appreci tion for their sharing of exper-
le ce and dedication to the proposition ofequal
educational opportun ty.

Special appreci tion is due Wilbur J. CohTns
Dean.of the School p Education, for 'his continuing
interest and support of the, Program.

Finally, contrib tions of the individuals re-
sponsible for the plan g and coordinating of the
conferences and these proeedings are acknowledged.

CONFERNiCE CO4RDINATO'

C.G. Buffington

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION:

Judith Hale

TRANSCRIPTION AND TYPING:

Eileen Holz

COVER DESIGN:

The University of Michigan Publicatiions Office,

Sally Everhardus
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:INTRO-OUCTION

Lorraine C. G:*Buf-fington*

Historically, the traditiohal Clinical approac'h
to counseling has been to treat the individual pr
family Unitfor their internal problems It counseling
them to adjust to, or -cope wjith, society. Th.i,s

approach to guidance places the onus of,the problem
on the individual and, implies that! there is something
wrong with him or her. .Th individual is counseled
that she/he must shape up and get in step because
she/he'is facxng problems that she/he has brought -upon'
herself /himself. This traditional approach to coanr
seLing however, does not treat the basic cause of most
culturally different students' problems- it. tends,
only to trekt the symptoms. There: is a growing con -tendon, that.;the -societal system in which we jive
elicits the different behavior. To this send, the
systemic approach to counseling is advanced.

One of the changing "roles of counselors who use
the systemic app-oach,iss that they must become advo-

, cates for their clients. The counselor's role is to
articulate the feelings and concerns-of theAyouth
and to present himself orlierself as a fxieid, a helper
and as,insurance of fair treatment.

This-volume of conference proceedings on Counsel,-
ing'for Equal, Opportunity, sponsored, by theProgram
for Educational Opportunity, is the outcome of-coun-s,
seling conference, held in Spring 1975 and 1976.
The purpose of th*se conferences was to tiring toge.ther
counselors to discus* the 'salient issues around chang-
ing roles, .attitudes, updating counseling strategies
and technique§, and legal consideratiopst'as Well- as
to address the problems of counseling students who
have suffered from the ravages of racism and/or sexism. ,

The contents4ef this volume reflec.theee congicrera-
tions.

The counseling profession needs to re-examine its .

present approach to treibirig counselors4 it can no. ,

longer be assumed that technique and strategies,,that
are soccessful,with one group of clients will work,
with all groups.. Educators Mist ensure that asiiiving._
dcluffsel.ors are prdVided/opportunities to have'direct
contact and Ixperiences with indiv,iduals-from varied
cultural, educational, and socio-economic backgrounds.,

*Lorraine 'C; G. Buffington is a- Field Services
`Specialist with the'yrogram for Educational Oppor-.
tunity, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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Counselors must be mode aware that those they

codnselare individuals with rights, needs, attitudes,

and blues that may conflict, with or be diffIerent.

from the counselor's, but, must, nevertheless, be un-

dersto4, appreciated and accepted. Counselors should

,be tfained to adjust to client needsttitMdes, and

p're'ferences.
'Th'us, the general conclusion seems to be that

although a counselor's attitude toward race as

single variable is insufficient for predicting effec-

tiveness, it'is a factor that must be considered.

`Consequently, it is imperative that counselors and

those involved in trpining couhselors design and im-

plement programs that will cause the counselor to

.critically examine his or her attitudes and teh'aviors

-toward minority and feme youth. 9

4 %
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THE COUNSELOR-AND EQUAL EDUCATI9NAL OPPORTUNITIES:
BUILDING COUNSELING. SKILLS

Dariiel A. Stone and JoAnne B. Minor*

.

Introductiw

Counselor educators have failed rn counselor
..trainling programs to produce counselors competent to
work-in multi-racial settings. There, is a need 'for'

both pre-service and inservice training programs to
increase the number of positive helping relationships
for culturally, different clients. The,inservice need
is especially apparent as school districts struggle
with school desegregation. 0

School 'districts which ,have desegregated. often

.
,do not provide adequate staff training to insure stu-
dent.sucCess in th3 new school environments. School
counselors have, in many cases, not considered the
concept of "special skills for special clients."

Special *Skills fqx Special Clients

Generally, Lt has been assumed that'counseling
- 'skills and theories are universal and can be used
in all settings withall clients. There is evidence'
whic indicates that both counseling skills and coun-
seling theoriesrreed modifiction to insure equal
opportunities for culturally different studentsto
benefit fillom the counseling.

In the helpin relationship, the personal char-'
acteristics and a etudes that the counselor and the
student bring to he counseling session are of utmost

impOrtance. Withinthe counseling session, the
facililative conditions of, empathic understanding,
unconditional positive regard, genuineness and self-

disclosure are etsential for successful counseling.
Ellipathic understanding assumes an'abikity of ,

the counseror to put himself in the client's place
in terms of feeling& and problems. Vontress (1970)
felt that the counselor who brings his own personal
bias against Blacks into the counseling relationship
grill not be able 'fo empathize.

White middle-class professionals (who constitute"
the majority) often fail to consider the fact that

*Daniel A. Stone and JoAnne B. Minor are assistant
professors in the Guidance and Counseling Department

at Oakland University Rochester, Michigan.
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the structure and cultural patterns of minorit es
differ considerably from that which the. White coun-
selor may regard as acceptable. In fact, in many

-- instances the counselor brings his own values into
treatment and fails to consider the characteristics
of'his Black or Latin chents. For instance, it is.
not uncommon for the White middle-class counselor,
to approach Black clients loaded with stereotypes and
myths about lower-class culture. To be sure, scientific
literature is loaded with references to the "cultural

, deprivation" of minority groups--their presumably jp
limited vocabularies and their limited,abilities to,
be successful.

Concreteness on the part of the,counselorassumes
some understanding of the client's cultural milieu
and the realities of his life style. Most middle
class White counselors know little about the subculture,
of different minority gr'oups-and are totally unaware
of the dynamics of behavior learned in order to survive
in a racist world. The absence of these experiences--,

and knowledge makesit impossible for the counselor
to detect what reprJsents reality for the client, and
which statements and behaviors are indeed. pathological
As they relate'eo the student's adaptive life style.

Lack of enthusiasm for sharing-behavior among
young ghetto Black children has been ..cited as patho-
logical in a develoPmcntal sehse. Realities of poverty
indicate that the short supply of toys, and games in the
ghetto would elicit the same non-sharing behavior_amOng
middle class White children if they were placed in that
reality. ThZuct of aggresgive behavior has often
been cited a,s' pathological and excessive among Blacks
when viewed fyom a Whin class perspective. Howeverr
the continuum,,of degree of aggressive behavior must
have careful clarification and may ,serve a different
function in the Black subculture.

- Jinconditional poltive regard assumes an ability
of the counselor to be accepting of the client under
all circumstances. The value-system and stereotypes

, of the counselor 041 affect her ability to have un-
conditional positive regard for her client. Know=

ding her own values, the counselor must then examine
her support for the values of society when accepting
a client who is the victim of-those values and that
society. ,Here again the counselor must know something
Uboilt the Way'of life, ethnic and social values of her'

-.' clients.
In order to achieve genuineness, the counseltr

mu 'al know something of his own psyehodynamics and
cultural limitations. Psychological and physical
survival for minority students has made the develop-
ment of sensitivity of phoniness absolutely necessary.
Black people have too often been taken in and used by,.
Whites. Thisraises an aaditional,barrier in the

4
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)counseling process. The White counselor seeking to
help the Black client would have to be certain he is
genuine and at the same time accepting of his own
limitations.

It has long been established that an integral
part of a successful relationship is self-understand-
ing on the part of the counselor as well as an under-
standing of his or her students. Suppressed personal
feelings that White counselors have toward Latins,
Puerto Ricans or Blacks produce negative effects.
Many times White middle-class professionals ponder
vague suspicions about Blacks. These same angerS,
disgusts, anxieties, sexual feelings and fears are
often easily stirred up in Whites who counsel Blacks.
Such feelings may appear at very crucial times in
the counseling relationship and therefore lessen the
likelihood of success. This unrevealed reserve of
prejudice - -the hidden feeling that the Black or Chicano
is different and therefore not guided by warm human
emotions is ...a part of the White person's American
heritage.

. ,,. The willingness of the minority student to par-
o ticipate in a self-disclosing relationship must be

earned,by the White' counselor. It will probably be
- b d111S1,;'on tht capacity of the counselor to fulfill the

othe ,equirements of a-facilitating relationship.
Vontress (1971) stated that the self-disclosure seems-
to be on a rate and sex continuum with White females
most willing to self-disclose to counselors and Black
Tales least wilpng. His order has White female,
White male, Black female, a'nd Black male. This em-
phasizes again the necessity,of add' 'onal conSidera-
tidns,wtie'n.counieling minority c i nts. .

Despite the differences in racial structure and 'Jl
the cultural background, it is not suggested that
Blacks counsel Blacks and Whites'do the same fox their
own people. In fact, bi-racial staff's are suggested.
This setting provides an opportunity for communication
which can serve to work out racial fOctions and mis-
understandings. White professionals can learn from
Black or Latino staff members' understanding of mi-
nority students as well as his/her own relationship
with culturally different colleagues, and they can
learn from her/him.,

The problem of counseling mindrities is indeed
a very complex one. HOwpver, the question at issue.
can be dealt with if serqous consideration is given
to it. _First, it is essential that the counselor-
know the living Conditions, cultural' Patterns and
value systems of the people'who he/She seeks to service.
Certain areas require an understanding that can only
come through a definite imowledge df minority people
and their culture. This,gap can be'filled (at least

. \
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partially) by reacting literature on minority culture, .

political involvemerit.and thought.'
Finally, it a-mea.ningful_service is to be offered

'minorities, it canpoi.,be.imparts. -.Counseling cannot
be split from actiole intervention'roles aimedat
bettering dehumanized,conditiong under which children
live. Admittedly, this :type ,ofinvolVement is fre-.'

`quently frustrating to:Ihe counselor. The entangle-
ment of social agencies which govern the lives of
underprivileged piople isMore often than not unre-
sponsive to the needs of those in distress. .These
situations frequently give rise to feelings of help-
jlessness.iri one's early cgptatt with the dead ends
of ghetto Life. Such extensions into eommunity,
political and social institutions are necessary if,
service to minorities is to be.effective.

Piocedur6
.

, ..

This sectZon of the papeed-esectibes the vonkshop
the authans conducted at the Ptoptam lion Edmcatienat

- Oppontunity's ton6enence on Cctutisairig 4n Desegnegated
Settings, .

°

4 'Discussion of':khe important cousideratdon4 in ,.-----
:!

the counseling relationship is not the.most productive

method of inereasiugcounselin skill., A training,
session is an pportunity, for se3ors to sharp
ideas whiCh might froTk, pract e techniques with real
student problems, and ,confton themselves as their! ,

own values and beliefs become evident in counseling

"V sessions. ;'. i

,

Thee, 'hstimulusaterial(for th4

'`
e'workskop at the,

counseling conference consistea, ofigi series of,one
'minute vignettes showing a student'meeting with a

counselor and discussing a problem.. Each session
,presented agifferent problem which might be'presented

by a stude representing a cuiturally,diffeient ethnic .

group. The problems presented were: s

1. A Black student asking for a.class change
from an English class taught by a White

teacher.,

2. .A Chicano student wanting to date a Black
student for tte-senior pfom in spite of

parental concern.
-

3. A Black student suspended for fighting
with a White student.

:4. A Blackparent requesting class-changes
.-. .- for her son, from track C to college prep,

track A.

,
-S. -A Chicano student asking to be excused from

gym showers.

.1!7



Working in groups of three, each counseloftserved
as counselor, student, or observer. The tape was pre.-,
sented, followed by a role-playing session within'the
triad. Roles changed at least twice for'each problem'.
Observers were given an evaluation form to use in
evaluating coun§elor performance. The "student" also
responded to a prepared form. Both objective (evalua-

. tion form) and subjective feedback for the counselor
followed each role-playing session.

A short general discussion completed the sequence
for each taped problem. The general session was used
to indicate what issues evolved during the role-play
or the evaluation and'possible techniques for resolu-
tion. .

.

The final twenty minutes of video ttpe showed
'Black and Chicano students discussing their experiences
with counselors inhigh school and some recommendations

-,.

for change, The student comments centered on issues
of counselor time.commitment, understanding'10 the
culture of the student and expectations of stu ent
performance. The most helpful counselors met students
outside the office and showed interest in their needs
outside the classroom. The most helpful counselors

.

expected them to succeed and pushed tdward that success
putting all available resources and 4portunities at

-their disposal. And,finally the most hOpful coun-
selors knew,'what students meant in using culturally
based vocabulary or the counselor was not afraid ito
ask for a definition.

Evaluation

The Instrument

The rating scale used to evaluate counselor
effectiveness is'included in Appendix A. Mean scores

. were'Computed and 'afe presented in Table I. The
scale used a five point span with-an interval of one.
Thus, one is ldw and five. is high. The, low scores
represent counselor effectiyeness'that is poor and
five represents excellent counselor effectiveness.

Table I

Session

it
t4

Mean Counselor Rating Scores,

/2

3

4

5

GX =3.9

3.8
4.3
3.9
3.7
3.8

tfr 7
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The mean scores for alA of the video'sessions
is.Nated above three which is the least acceptable
score. -The grand mean of all sessions is rated at
almost four and is indicative of goodcounselor per-

The.se scores_ represent the observation of

the counselors by other counselors present at the

conference. The following data represents the feel-
ings that the surrogate client had during the same

session.

Table II

Session Client 'Response Scale Means

1 2.2

2 2.5

5 3.1

4 2.4
2.0,

X=3.9

The-surrogate clients reported that feelings as
measured in part B- of-the instrument fount in Appendix'

A. \One was low and five was again high.
,

Comparison Table III
Counselor

Session Observation
\ Client

Feelings
I

1 3.8 2.2

2 4.3 2:5

3 3.9 3.1

4 3.7
5 3.8 2.0

. X=3. Y=2.4

4, Table III, compares the counselor observation
of performance with the client's feelings during the

interview. The difference between the client and

counselor perceptions of performance is significant.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The counselor and indeed his colleagues will

.have an inflated self-image,when dealing with racially

complex problems. That is to say that theyzwi.11 per-
ceive themselves as more adequate than they really are.

While good self-doncept is,importani and necessary,

it may lead to racial "blind spots" and be counter-

productive to the-counseling process...

8
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RetommendatiUlTs
, . ,

.
'

_
'.,. m

It.is apparent'ftom'the ckta presented in the-
rationale and the eyaluation,thet cdunselocs in train-
ing and on7therjob need'new,skills to help insure
equal educational opportunity ,tor, ill,students. Par-
,ticipation'in,a one day workshop is evidence'of in-
terest,in gaining new skills,'but skill acquisition
requires an additional tirkw° commitment. (The.authors
recdnend: ,

1. opporxunitres for counselors'lobk inward
at values stereotypes and fears-in a supportive
environment; ° 1

4. .
,

2. the inclusion ,in inservice,piaTams of
special skirl sessions for 't 'raining coun-
selqrs. to,help the Cultu011y different;

, .

3.. opportunities for counselors to talk with
students. and other members of the culturally
different communities to increase knowledge
of different culturaf°mores;

4. opportunities for counselors to interact
.with,Counselor eduators trained and ex-'
perienced in-helping culturally different
cfients.

1
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APPENDIX'

OBSERVAT6 SHEET FOR OBSERVING COUNSELOR.

1, How we help he student feel.comfortable,
=

Circle one a. Eye contact

1. None
'Seldom I

3. Sometimes
4, Frequellly.
S. Very f cluently

Circle one b. Pleasant facial expressions

d: None
2. Seldom
3. Sometimes
4, Frequently
S. Very frequently

*Circle one c. Body language i.e. (attending for
ward moving; .relaxed, open)

1. None
2. Seldom
3. Sometimes
4. Frequently
S. Very frequently

2. ,Underatanding the studentb's problem

Circle one a:Does the counselor seem to under-
,. stand-the problem?

1. Never
2. Seldom

Sometimes
4. Frequently
S. Very frequently

.3. Communication

.circle one a. Does the Counselor invite the stu-
dent t express feelings and atti-
tudes 5penly?

1. Never
2. Seldom

Sometimes -



4. Frequently
S. Veiy frequently

- Values and Expectations*

Are the counselor comments value laden
i,e. express a "middle class bias ?"

a.

1. Never
2. Seldo*;
3. Sometimes

,4. Freq ntly
5. - Very frequently

. Does ,the counselor listen to the student:
and explore the student's values? '

1. Never
2. Seldom

'3: Sometimes
4. ,Frequently
5, Vikry frequently

'How did you feel
session?

/

ly

Calm

'Agi.ated

Frustrated

.Depressed

. Helped

wee

)

Client Response Section

a client during` the counseling

3 4 5
JAnxiou

Relaxed,

$atisfied

*Happy p

Not helped

?'
11 "
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THE CASE FOR MIOCULTURAL COUNSELING:
NECES Y OR LUXURY -

Lorraine C.G. Buffington* .

This paper Will discuss issues involved in cowl-
seling for eslualaeducational opportunity. First, an
analysis of barriers which"may hamper the cou seling
relationship are presented, for centrA to thi coun-
seling process is the a ity of both counselor and
student to interact sitively. he paper then focuses
on career educatio which is a primary function of
counselors in a multiculturalenvironment. Testing
and its application are-then-discussed, and.finally
the effects of sex biased counseling.

-

To '-ffect-ively counsel students in a multiethnic,
multigender environment, the culturally competent
/counselor must be totally committed to helping all
students, regardless of,race,.sex, or mational origin.
The counselor should believe in the inherent wordy
of each individual and his 'or her capacity for growth
and change. -The.counselorlIkust be able to work with

. all stunts to establish appropriate goals and vaftes
and deelop in directions beneficial to'themse.lves
and society.

Counselors need to ass their own perceptions
as well as those of the studen s. A counselor must
be able to aceept the student s an individual whose
feelings, values, goals and suc sses are important.
To this end, counselors must be in tune 'with their
own values, attitudes,, and beliefs, bultjerePtain from
imposing them upon the student: It is important for
the counselor to presenI students with alternative
ways of viewing.life. herefore, ari und4ttlanding of
the culture, lifestyles, attitudes andprobl'vms of
minorities is essential if the counseling relationship
and process tre to e effective,.

Language is aThilajor vehicle of communication
but it also constitutes one of the most formidable
barrie;s in cross-cultural interaction. 'Many coun-
selors experience problems in communicating with
ghetto Blacks, some of whom uie an argot uniqueto
the Black community. The monocultu'ral counselv en-
counters varying degrees of difficulty communicating
with Culturtlly dckferent clients, who, like all human
beings, communicate on two leels 7- the explicit and

N
4
implicit. It is essential tlfat counselors bectme

. *Lorraine C.G. Buffington is ,a Field Services
Specialist with' the...Program for Educational Oppor-
tunity, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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familiarcwith both verbal and non-verbal language
patterhs of those with w#tom they work.

Education'al Counseling
.

`,Educational counseling is one of the primary
responsibilities of a counselor working in a multi-
cultural environment. In developing an educational
counseling program, counselors concentrate their

efforts in the areas of academic advising, testing,

and the instructional program. Academic advising
includes course scheduling, grOup and individual
counseling. Career guidance is needed to help students
explore options and make choices about life careers.
Information, guidelines and resources.are presented
that will help student become AeciSion makers. This
denotes a need 'for counselors to have available re-

. source materials on-hand and, keep abreast of career'
information and opportunities.

Career Education and Guidance

Minorities tend to 4e particularly cynical about

career education, as it.has been defined to date.
'These suspicions have been brought on by years of
frustration and denial. Non whites feartthat"career
-education is merely a new title name for the pernicious,
old practice--of training poor people for the cheap
labor market, counseling Blacks and" .Browns to continue

in' low- skilled work so stereotyped by theif-fathers'

labors. Selected learners, usually from the barrios
and ghettos, historically have been tracked away
from college'and into the blue-collrr ranks%

'Minority students need to be in the same position
as .the more favored White, suburban, middle-class
child to weigh options. Thg,v,-must be made knowledge-

able about the& various alternatives; awareness of

the kinds of*financial assistance open to students

is 'to-the saireer decision making process.
Career ucation must be perceived as the opening,
not closing, of new doors. Preparing students to
make intelligent decisions about their lives is the

burden, challenge and duty of counselors and educators

at all levels. The curriculum at each level should
deal with careers, informing. students --male and female,_
minority and non minority of the .infinite career
possibilities open to them.,

.Traditionally, the greatest successes for guidance

counselors have been with middle class, White pale

students. .They were considered the best material to 4

work with, good college prospects, possessing traits

the majority define -as desirahle,--'<.-white skin,

economically secure ents, and respectable college

board scores. Priv allowed-these students to

14
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4ry several career options, recognizing*Aat._if the
first did not work, they would have the time and re-.
sources to try others. The poor and the non-white,
and to a certain extent women,, lack the luxury -of
choice affprded the favored And the male---in the '

entry level jobs. They are generally forCed-to make
-their choice of a job or a college with limited, if
any, counseling or in the face of prejudiced appraisals.
Their j.ob market options and their conditions for
college entry are far narrower. Equality of oppor-
tuhitN is thus a very important component of the
ceireer education rationale, (inseparablekfrom school
ob)ecti'ves as personal fulfillment and economic
productivity): Career education mustopply uniformly
to all-whatevgr their color; s4ex, or economic status.

Testing

A related issue focus'es on,counselor ,differences
which necessarily influence the accuracy ,of the coun-
seling prognosItication. The counselor's ability to
relate to a poor Black, or White, his att,itude toward
such a client, his understanding-of the client's'totel
background all determine how he perceives the client's
future. A counselor may interpret .a marginal college
board score as conclusive evid nce that college shoUld
be excluded_from the student's uture, not taking into
account that SAT scores are se dom predictions of.
college success fbr unassimilat d minority group stu-
dents. John S. Cody states,

4
Since there is little evidence that can be
construed hs indicating that test scores
reflect inherent potential, it is believed
that each year'many students are'discrimi-
nated against because they lack theAex-
pviences that would enable them to do well
in a testing situation. From this position ,
it can be, projected that individuals from
1 s culturallyrally favored.ackgrounds wemld

f'not sco.ne high on tests, would be s

likely to be selected to get further edu-
. catioh-br better jobs, and thus the majority'

of the poor eet less opportunity to-improve,
their status. In a real sense, the tests
in use 'today seem to discrimiqate against,
the'culturally disadvantaged.' (

Illustrative of.how minority students are coun-
,seled away from college iS"the case of Ronnie Collins.
A White counselor advised Collins, based on his I.Q.
scope; not to pursue a college career, but indicated'

he might be suited for vocational training.
er, Collins decided to attend Bowie State C liege, 41
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where he graduated with honors in the top tell ptrcent

of his class and won both a2Fulbright-Hayes

and a Danforth Fellowship.
4

TIle advice given to Collins'by ids counselor

all too ofttp Oven to Black, Puertp Rican,,Chicanb,

and other minority students without reason or ,jisti-,-

fication. Note infrequently, these judgm,ents are un-s

intentionally,made.by
misinformed counselors who take

test scares to representsthe totality pf_a student's

functioning. rtsis,this pidctice of accepting test,

scores at face value without luestioning the appro-s

priatenessOf the'content, rather 'than collecting .

sufficient 4ata'regarding the studeznt's total b9,.ing,

which has denied access to thodsands of minority tu-

dents access to, institutions of. higher learning and':

betteL/jObS. .

% Counselingand the Instructional Prosram

°

Educational counseling is related to the in-

structional proirlaM. Elsie J. Smith ,(1973) states:

;1
Counselor involvement in curriculummelanning

and development is crucia The traditional

approach of fitting, '
udent to the cur-

riculum is outmoded. Gven the first hand; 4

personal contact with the students, counselo

have an inriihd,to 'the student4's curriculum

concerns. /fit zitilization of thiswrefource

clan be of great
1
valuIP., =

Counstlors and teachers shduld coordinate .

activities to be most effective. Counselor,,§- can pro- ss

vide educational and occupational information per-

tiAnt to the school's course offerings.. Counselors

can also be of assistance in.helpingtedchers deal

with learning, and behavioral problems that are 'mani-,'

fe'sted Pfi the classrooth. Elsie Smith conclyiles:that
.4blpser9cooperation between the teacher and counselor

is'important in ameliorating educational disadvan-

tages"4
t

0

Sex Biased Counseling

Another area that neeceio be,addressed is th

of sex biased counseling. no surprigt that

women's vocation,l decisions are limited. We know,

that children stereotype occupations bysex. Girls

see themselves as fiousewivs, nurses, and teachers,

while boys see themselits as executi;v0Woend $14154s-

sionalS. If, as Nancy K. Schlossberg repasts, young

children's horizons are restficted to certain fielc4,

if young children see moths s as cooks, cleaners, and

16
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4.,, nurses, and fathellS ,a,s Workers, doers, and providers,
we can'certain,ly se,e why vocational decisions would
be liMited.- Thus "the coUnselor's first task is

A to epand,horiziollt'to open up to the whole world--
A nh just part of it."5

, \

LIo,oraer for counselors to be successful with
this, they must,anderstand, sympathize with, and
4upport non-traditional objectives., aspirations, and
xpectations of ypyng women. Counselors should be

-awake of hew ti-ellds and accept the challenge to use
group or indiyidd4 eftnseling, testing and innovtive .

technicolks to teach girls to anticipate-changing heeds.'
Barrier to career opportunities hnd vocational advance- '
ment are being demolished by equal opportunity legis-
lation; enforcement procedures, and social pressures.

, __:-,, f8q,36 df the Regulation,to implement Title IX
prohibits sex dicrimination in counseling as follows:,

0 ) , ..
586.36 Counseling, and use of appraisal and .

,
,

counseling materials. I r *

(a) Counselin,g. ,A recipienit shall not dis-
. criminate againstanyperson on.fhe basis of

sex in thb counseling or guidance of students
or applicants'fbr admission:

(b) Use of appraisal and.counseling materials.
1 %A recipient,yhiph uses testcing,or,other

materials fok,appyaising or cokiseling stu-
dents Shall.not use dif.terellt,Taterials for
students on the basis of 4heit sex or user Materials which to.erect or require different .

treatment'of students`on.auch basivunlass
such different materials coder the,Same 4 ,-

occupations and interekst'area's andlthe,use

..V

of su 'differentimAterials.is,showneto be .

.

_ esseniaito eliminat,e sex bias., Recipients
. ! 'shall. ,develop, and use internal gprocedure

for ensuring that stkch..mat4.,ials do xtot dis-
- criminate on the b#sis--ofeAtti' Where'tht

use of .a aqunselint,bes.t'or o her itristrginent
results in a substantially diSixtoportionate -
number bf,members of one sex in any.particqz.

_
.lar course\pf study or classffication, _the
.recipient s all'take'iuck action.as:is
necessary 'to assure itsekf at such dis-
proportion is not the, re.ult of'discrimina- .

. tion in the instrumerft\or its application.,

(c Dasproportion.in classes'. Whel-,e a
recipient finds that a particular class con-
tains a suU.e.Saptially dispfqortfonate number
o'f indiViduais: of one spx, the recipient . -

i shall take suc action As,iS necessary to
4A. .

assure itself that such disproporstionZiS
not the resudf discrimijiation on- the ,basis' .

. 1

\
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of sex in counseling or app aisal aterials or'by
, counselors.

Even withAeregulations'in force, counselors
must take the responsibility for increasing young
women's awareness of the legislation which will enable
them 'to know and under"stan& what can righ,tfulay be
demanded of schools.

The counselor must provid4 leadershili to teachers
and administrators by suggesting curriculum and multi-
media materials that describe and depict new life
options and opportunities for girls and women. Text-
books and other classroom materials must no longer
communicate limited sex roles and stereotypes.
,Materials need to be collected and used' that combat
sexism by showing women in job, career, and polit'tal
situations commonly reserved for men. Emerging op r-

tunities for women in new fields such-es ecology, en
gineering, consumer health, architecture and apprenti e
professiortal training must be presented and encouraged

.Counselors should conduct educational and inform
tional sessions to help parents understand an4,2
the life or career prespectives of their daughters.
They need to provide detailed assistance and informa-
tion about scholarship, loan, and fellowship oppor-
tunities and applications that are deeded to support

,girls and women.
As Jan Berry points out,

Community workshop and, seminar sessions fore
employers and school plaCement officers,to
check out new job opportudities and avenues
of career advancement for women will foster
important first hand understandings of what
is-happeling in institutions and organizak-
tions to diminish harriers that block women
from top level assignments.6

However, she empbasiies that counselors must be on
'

the lookout for-token Vrangements, which often, paral-
el the upward movement of blacks.

In additio, she stresses the need for counselors
to help women understand the barriers they put in front

' of themselves.

Girls and womeniave been socialized to
avoid certain career roles and high level
responsibilities. Career-marriage con-
flicts and fears of failure must also be
dealt with in the context of coun§eling.7

'No.r should we minimize the importance of explaining'to
,young men, whd are often baffled by what she terms as

.
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the "new womanhood," the rising vocational and career
priorities of girls and women.

Here again, counselors grill also need to be con-
cerned about their own views in regard to the roles
of women in certain segments-of the work world. Berry
further states that counselors can expand their own
awareness through reading about and pursuing educa-.

tional experiences which will explain such myths as
these that exist about women and the world of work:

(a) women suffer unmentionable vague diseases in
middle life,

(b), older Women workers are unattractive and in-
efficient,

women take6ie sick leave than.men,.and a host
of others.8

In this age of lip service to equality and self-
realization for all, parents encourage their daughters
to fulfill their entire potential: The encouragement,
however,ysentially hollow... The contradictory
message that the girl gets, from society as well.as
from her parentS, is that i± she is too smart, too
independent, and above all, too serious about.her
work, MIR is unfeminine and will therefore never get
married. (Speculation that the full brunt of, anxiety
over femininity and academic success begins to fall
upon a female student about halfway through college
is supported by special studies. For instance, one
study recorded that the fear of success in.women 8

ranged from a low 47 percent in a seventh grade junior
high .school sample to a high 88 percent in a sample
of high ability undergraduate students.)10

Counselors then must work with both men and women`
to help them overcome We should notmini-,
mize the importance of e aining to young men...As
Nancy SchlOssberg questions, "why should women fear
successmen fear' failure? Why should men and women
negatively correlate achievement and femininity?
Why should men feel that it is unmasculine to arrange
'birthday parties, do laundry, shop, cook and clean?"11

The counselor, to be effective, must work with
women and men where they are, as wellas provide oppor-
tunities to mhve them further when they-are ready.
As Elinor Waters states, "helping each person whom
you work with to become all that she or he can be".
should be the goal of effective counseling in any
_setting. 12

Algea 0. Harrison points out that as counselors
attempt to deal with the elimination of sex stereo-
typing, they)must also be aware when counseling young
Black females that their aspirations and needs are
different from those of many White women.' The Black

4E woman's historical role in the community and its impact

19 9 e,
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.
on her devgloping personality have to be taken into
considerat on.13

Harrison continues by pointing out.that the
economic - political system acknowledges.that.in order

for the Black community.to survive, Black males and

females need.higher'paying jobs. When approximately

one fourth of the, amidies have females as head.of
household, supportive systemd have to be provided in

the community. The-status of the Black family has
,altered and public policy must reflect this thamge.
The counselor then must not side step the effect6

of racism and oppression of Blacks and other minorities

to deal with the issues of sex sterebtyping, but
must work towards the elimination of both racism and

sexism for all.
Given that children internalize their stereotypes

about sex roles'long before they enter public school,

the needto initiate activities to reduce sexi'sm starts

with the kindergarten' level. Since the educational
process serves as an enlarging experience for children,
the school myrst offer multiple opportunities for°

growth and development.
In summary,,,an understanding of various cultural

barriers have been discussed. The counselor that
works in a multicultural setting must first examine

4 his or her own cultural values and-perceptions.
As N: Schlossberg states, the goal of cbunseling

is to "develop human beingsleho are free to act in

ways that are appropriate to their interest and their

values."14 Anawareness and understanding of the
culture and family of students must be acquired if cross
cultural counseling is to be effective.

Language and communication Is another issue en-

countered. Effective verbal communication forms the

foundation for the majority of counseling.relatfonships.
If the counselor views the'clients language code as

inferior rather than just different, this will in all.'

probability be Conveyed to the student. The counselor,

therefore, must avoid making value jpdgments on .the

counselee's linguistic code. 'Arbuckle summariz6s

this as follows:

There is a communication gap, and the key

or crucial role of the counselor. is
how to bridge the gap, so, that there can
once again be meaningful communication'
between Black and White, young and old,

employee and employer, the "have not"

and the "have" and this communication
can only be achieved by one who,might tie
known as the non-alienated 'counselor. 150..
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The'issue of career guidance was also presdnted.
Counselors need to assume responsibilities for widening
the occupational horizons of minority students by ex-
panding.theif awareness to career opportunities. Coun-
selors must help minority students to realize that
they are no.longer limited to the occupations that
were relegated to them in the past, but they can dream
and plan for a wide variety of careers.

The uses and abuses of testing minority students
wavalsm discussed. Counselors must be sensitive to
the interpretation of results in order to reduce test
abuses. Test scores cannot be takdn to represent the
totality, of a child's functioning. Rather, test scores
must be considered as one estimate of one part of a
child's lifep.and further, that this estimate could
be the result of many factors.

Finally, sex biased counseling is addrhsed.
Sex stereotyping stands at the elementary level and
needs first to be addressed at this early development
stage of children. Elementary schools mus; bear` ENvy
responsibility for eliminating sex stereotypes.
Activities which might be undertaken to reduce sexism
in schools are (1) meetings with groups or entire
faculty of staff to discuss the issue of sexism (to
fully comprehend Title IX) (2) Thorough examination
of classroom materials presently used to see if they
reinforce sex stereotypes. (3) Look at the school _
districtLs hiring and promotion practices.

However, the is ue of counselor training must be
addressed. Prattica experience that will help prepare,
perspective counselo s for effective counseling in .

multicultpral settings should be a part of any training
program for colinselors.

Counelors should consider the value of inservice
training for their own professional growth and develop-.
ment... Assistance can also be obtained from various
sources that are funded to d6velop materials and
trAlning programs.. Technical assistance is available
to Michigan school.districts from the Program for Edu-
cational Qpportunity.

Yet, aS we move forward, I wish to reiterate a
statement made earlier in this paperlet us, not Si.44.,
step the effects of racism and oppression of Blacks
and other minorities to deal with the issues of sex
stereotypes, but work towards the elimination of both
race and sex discrimination fior all.
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CHANGING PERSPECTIVES OF THE COUNSELOR'S ROLE

Alice Morris*

-It is tragic thftere we are in 1976, planning
a celebration to commemorate the birth of our nation.
200 years ago, and, simultaneously conducting a con-
ference on "Eliminating Race, Sex, and Language Bar-
riers from Testing F, Career Counseling." Perhaps
what our founding fathers meant when they espoused
"liberty and justice for all" was the right to pursue \

those goodies, just as we seem always to be in pursuit
of happines,s4._ It is my fervent hope that when t111
nation celebrates its trr- centennial birthday, AMP
of our leaders can honestly say that race, sex, and
language are no longer barriers in education and in
the world o-f work.

The sadness that I feel whenI reflect upon the
need for a conference of this nature in the City of
Detroit -- with its diverse racial and ethnic groups
-- is somewhat lessened by the fact you have come
here today to explore ways in.which these barriers
can be effectively minimized, if not completely elim-
ipated.

Aq a black woman, I have, had some experience in
being conffonted with barriers related to race and
to sex. "Language" has not been as mu CF of a barrier
tome personally, as have the other two, race and sex,
but I guess two out of three is not AMPO bad! I might
mention, at this point, that victi s of unfair treat-
ment and biases -- rather than t e perpitrators --

are left,to design the solutions to the problems,
since -- according to many people -- "they" (the mi-
norities and/or the women) created the problems.

The 1970's have witnessed the emergence of career
education as'a full-fledged and generally-accepted
goal of education. The importance of career develop-
ment and career preparation and the counselor's re-
isponsibility cannot be overlooked or minimized. When
students leave school lacking the necessary "marketable
skills," when they cannot meet the demands of the
employment market, one of the first to be criticized
is the school counselor. The counselor is likely to
be accused of not counseling or directing pupils into
alipr courses, curriculum, and Careers. As a '

group, counselors are likely to be charged with biases,

*Alice Morris is Administrative Assistant, Department
'of Guidance and Counseling, Detroit Public Schools.
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with insensdtiVity to pupil interests; with lack of
knowledge about the world of work and with a lack of
counseling skills. While it i.soAtrue, in my opinion,

'*at
some counselors are not, providing the quality

and the quantity of career counseling that,is ndeded
by the students in our urbiaZschools, counselors as '

a professional group haveliRdepted responsibility in
'the area of career development tea greater extent

/47t than ever before, and they are takihg it upon them-
selves,to gain the necessary skills and knowledge to
provide optimum services in this area. We should
keep in minathat mgc,h'of tala; school counselors, do.
in their daily routines is not "counseling.." They
are also performing certain -- clerical and quasi-adm,inis-
trative functions which may limit their guidance and
.counseling activities. So that we can have a working
definition'ofcounseling -- as distinct from other
guidance actikEites in which the cOunselor might be
engaged, I suggest that we think of counling as a
systematic.process by which the- individual student
is helped -- through conferences with a counselor --
to make decisions which will be fulfil],ing to the
individual and which will help him or her to "bec9me
a proauctive member of society. Self-understanding,
self-acceptance are some of the goals ofcounseling. A
Career counseling, simply s ated, is counseling.te-
TaTrito career dev.elopmeneand career preparation...
Although counseling is the "heart" of a good school-
wide career guidance program, we should keep.i.4ind
that career giidance i-s not solely the responsibility
of the school counselor. every school staff member
-- teachers, administrators, pari-pros -- have re=

"'

sponsibilitisuin the career guidance area, as do-.
parents.

As I hear it, there are three-trasic criticisms
of secondary couns,e1ing:

1. Counselors have become "excidsively,...pre-occupled
with administratixectaDts," such-as scheduling, .

students' courses, rather than helping the stu-, t,

dent to uhderstand the alternatives and/or con-. 'Me&

sequences of his/her choices; that counselors
have'becOme excessively involved'in disciplinary
problems:

2. Counselors have been "too.ori,ented
able and middle*cliass student;" that they have
largely ignored vocational guidance; thdt coun-
seling techniques are'oriented toward the artic-

ulate young person.

3. Counselors want to function as psycho-therapists,
but do not,have'the skills to pull it off.

Career education offers a great opportunity for
counslors to help shape the school environment to' '
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'meet the needs of the "have,nots" in our s ociety,
and at the same time provide counselors with a
'sound* and more creative role in schools. Certain
chinges are already quite obvious:

lzieCounselatSAre paying mote attention to the vo-
cational aspects of woik.

2.,. Moteattention is being given to group work with
Students 'and to 'supportive work with teachers.

Sae of the More joUtine aspects of their work.
'ate being'delegated to Others (para-pros,

. 4. The accountability "cry" has forced co OrS
to'spell out in new terms what it is ey expect

, to do, and how, it is to be evaluated.

, 4- Social movements dictate changes in the counselor;s
role. When the book, The Feminine Mystique, hit the
market,back in.l963, it sti7TFT713,a real hornet's
nest; and. helped to accelerate a social revolution
that.-- among other things -- is_reaching right into
our bedrooms! WoMen -- as a group -- Are in the pro-
cess of re7defining their roles, and as they do so,
_they affect others. One of the major issues in the
wdlitents lid, movement, has been the demand for equality
.in the world of work. Career counselihg for girls
and women is undergoing tremendous changes. Indivi-
dual counselors and groups of counselors have accepted,
this challenge through their-professional organizations
and are beginning to provide the kind of counseling
services that., the new soeial roles demand. ,

In the February, 1976, issue of. Focus On Guidance',
there is an article entitled, "Empir=fy=rasect
Counseling.PracticeS for Women," by Dr. Peggy J. Hawley
of San Diego State University; She reports on a year-
long study which",she conducted in "a large high school

-"district in a Southern California city of 750,000
inhabitants," in which she attempted to-discover if
and how new definitions of femininity.mwore related to
young Women's career development; how girls were -

°currently being counseled;" and how counselors per-
ceived themselves in this process. Usingan attitude

- scale which she .developed, which measures the tendency
of some people to classify 'certain characteristics
as either male or female -- rather than as human '

characteristics, she has discovered some ve77aterest=
ing and significant thing's. She found that there is s'

"an extremely strong, nonchance relationship between
igrls who score high on ability tests and those who

characterize certain traits as human rather than male/
female." "Of greater concern than the'connection be.'
tween'high IQ and human charaCteristie.identifi-'
cation is the inverse relationship of that between
girls with lowMlify scores and male /female viewt
of. sex roles. This is most significant, in

_D.
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counselirt, since it seems tb.meax that these girls
may not even seek the most rewardi'.g careers because
their definitTEFF of feminity does not lend itself

to the consideration of high paying jobs already .

male-dominated." Since vocational choice and /ife-
style are so tightly woven, this attitude can be a

limiting factor. "This should in no way be viewed
as a mandate to kounselors to coerce girls into non-
traditional careers." These non-traditional-career
opportunities are to be examined and viewed carefully
along with the more traditional career opportunities.

Further, Dr. Hawley found significant evidence
that counselors appear to be making progress toward
the elimination of sex bias. "Most encouraging is
the discovery of a significakt difference' between '

attitudes of girls and counsellors," for whatever
the reasons. "If behavior matches their self-reported'
attitudes," she states, "they should, be in a bettei.

position than ever before to help glII-S use the leverage
provided by affirmative action mandates to gain'a new

foothold in the job market." She suggests the follow-
ing major themes which have implications for all. edu-

cator -- but particularly counselors:

... Women need special help, at this point in ime,"
. with career plans. They nee1 help, moreove , with

the underlyi4 attitudes whith will contrib to
to their ability to envision the wide array of
life styles which will support these career plans.
In short,'they must learn t9 think androgynously.

.... Girls at formative life stages must,be encouraged
to keep traditional feminine A;ttributes and at
the same time augment themviTh the traditionally
masculine behaviors of independence, self-aAser-
tiveness, ability to channel energies, toward a

goal, and self-confidence.

... It is important for 'women to think in terms of

,long -range goals rather than to limit their think-'

ing to short-range plans. They tend to define a
.1

career in very personal terms -- compatibility
-with an- accommodation to'family needs. This
should remain, but be expanded to include such,
long-range, concrete, "masculine" thinking patterns

as.,attention to promotion prospects, overt-and
covert rewards, and proper sequencing.

Counselors, in their roles as, consultants,.dan
urge teachers.ttestablish the-same performance
standards for female, as for male students. Girls
should not be rewarded with high grades because
illey are appealing, conforming, cute, ,Wfemale.
The standard must be based upon demonstralTdPr-
formance, Ind it musttie siagle,-not,double4
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A focus upon behaviors (as opposed to traits)
will helPto make behavior situation4specific
and free both sexes to act spontaneously and
appropriately, instead of reacting to a role.
A good example to a learned role is the- "female"
tendency to smooth things over in conflict
situations-. . . to neutralize strong feelings
when problem-solving calls for confrontation.

... Counselors and teachers can improvise ways to
help girls imagine what life would be like at
40 or SO, how it would feel to be single for a
lifetime, divorced, or widowed. I found that
divorce has been experienced second-hand enough
to have meaning, but(that it was nearly impossible
for 16-year-olds to imagine themselves dealing
with theeproblems of widowhood at SS: Small
group settings in which girls wriDe and enact
their own scripts are good vehicles for this.

is not helpful to raise aspiration levels
without, at the same time, stressing the cbrres-
ponalingly heavier demands of personal energy,
.time, and commitment, which go along with "better"
jobs. Although patently obvious, this warning:
is particularly applicable to the counseling of
girls right now because of the promise of'riewi
Opportunities for women. Heretofore, nearly un-
attainable opportuniti'bs now exist for minority
women and low socioeconomic women of all ethnic
baCkgiounds, but certainly they cannot be won
without effort.

Finally, although the relationship between low
IQ scores and dichotomous views,of sex-roles is
a strong one, evidence on the relationship be-
tween IQ scores and success outside of the aca-
demic setting is unclear., The work world is full
of Successful people with undistinguished academic
records. Girl's who have not "founA themselves"
in the school environment may Very well do so
Outside of it and need help to consider androgynous ,

ways of .106king at Self in the work world..

1

4WRace Atither barrier which is specifically re-
ferred, to in our Conference theme. Can there be
anyone in this day and age who does not recognize
that race has been and continues to be a significant
factor in all of our entire, educational process. Our
'society continues to presdribe for certain minority
students 'an inferior education. To compound the
felony, schools administer standardized tests, and,
too often, interpret the results in such a way that

.,the child and /or his parents is blamed for his inferior
education. And, so that he or she will be branded

fl
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for life, we put these test results in the student's
permanent records and misuse them at our discretion.

From a practical stand-point, I do not believe thdt
testing programs will ever be completely eliminated-
'from our society and from. our schools, nor do I be.lieve
that they can be made absolutely "culture-free" of
"culture-fair," but we can insist that the burden of
proof be shifted to the tesT-71517r and the test user
to justify the need for the test and its proper
One of the services counselors and others in pupiria
pergonnel,services canprovide is to scrutinize any

' and all standardized tests that are administered;
'.to understanding their construction and their limita-
tions; and to help parents and students to understand
their strengths and weaknesses. When we talk abowt
IQ tests, let us remember that such tests reflect°
experiences, heredity, persistance, motivation, social,
and economic status, and a variety of other known and
unknown factors.

I have not discussed language barriers as they
relate to career counseling and testing. I do not
mean to minimize.these, nor do I mean to rank them
as,being not sa devastating as .are race and sex bar- '1'

iers. It is that my experiences with those who have
had serious language barriers has been limited and I
do not feel as knowledgable in this area as I do in
the o)her two. Nevertheless; I fully recognize that
career counseling and educational servIcesInust --
if they are to be effective, deal, with these barriers.
just,as seriously as they must in dealing with physical
barriers to the handicapped persons.

I sincerely hope that focusing on eliminitingace,
sex, and language barriers from career counseling and
testing does not imply that other educational compo-
nents, such as instructional programs and -administra-
tive procedures are "barrier free." Nor should we

'cassume that if we can just get rid of 'such barriers
in the area of career counseling and testing, that
most of our students will have a ticket to the "good-
life." there are many many factors operating which
need to be taken into consideration when we are seek-
ing ways of helping young people to be fulfilled and
to be productive members of society. This is not to
minimize the need for improved guidance. and counseling
programs, nor is it to countenance bad counselors:
New techniques in counseling should be expdlored, Such

as: Bio-feedback Connseling, Behavioral Counseling,
- Rational- Emotive Therapy, the Systematic Approach;to
%Counseling, Reality _Therapy, Computer-Assisted Cowl-
seling, and many, many other relatively new and inno-
vative programs. The push is on for counselors to get
involved in instructional programs, and counselors
are encouraging curriculum revisions and'courses re-
lated to values clarification, decision-making, and in-.
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teTpersonal skills. Expanding and improving counseling
services as they pertain,to careers is a tremendous
challenge to counselors. Such services must be rele-

,vant to the,needs.of our students and unencumberga--
EYFgedles's ,barriers.

#
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S TO COUNSELING THE HANDICAPPED:
A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

Sandi Vaughn*

Mo ement, we are told, is a law of animal

life. As to man, in any event, nothing

could be more essential to personality, -

social existence, economic opportunity,
--in short, to individual well-being and

integration into the life of the community'
--than the-physical capacity, the public
approval and the legal rights to be abroad

in the land. 1

Present Status and the Law

Disdrimination against the handicapped exists

in many forms. There are fifty to sixty thousand
wheelchair users, under the age of fifty, in the

state of Michigan alone. Additionally, there are

'people who are blind or partially sighted, the deaf;,

the arthritic, the aged, children with congenital
handicaps and many others who are denied opportunities

for education, employment, housing, worship and recre-
ation, maiuly because of architechtural barriers and

the ignorance of society.
'Sixty percent of the estimated seven million

children in the United States with some kind of phys-

ical disability are denied an integrated public

school education. An6ther one million children are
excluded from the public schools-completely. (George- ,

town Law Journal, 1973) 'Of the fourteen million

physically handicapped adults in the United States
who could work, only a small percentage are actually

employed. This is primarily due to prNudipe or lack
9f awareness by employers, and in spite -of a federal

law prohibiting discrimination because of a physical

handicap. Many states simply do not have similar

statutes., nor do they follow federal laws in reality

and, in reality, "Laws are not self,executing.72
Michigan is one of the top three states in the

country, in terms ofilitimulating awareness toward

the handicapped as to?aL humaribeings,.and is making

an effort fb implemeht laws, construction codes to
accommodate the handicapped, affirmative action

*Sandi Vaughn is a counselor with the East Lansing
Public Schools and a Clinic Intern, Fami.y Life
Clinic, Michigan State University, East Lansing.
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programs (such as Michigan te University's) and
mandatory special education statutes.

Presently, the top priority for the "handicapper"
according to.the Cohlmission on Employment for the
Handicapped, is to be included in the% civil rights

./,

,act with subsequent protection under the law.
t

,

Counseling the Handicapped ..4
.

Many people make bad assumptions,.. operTte with
a lack of. information or misinformatdon and are
frightened or hesitant when it comes to responding
to a person with a physical disability. It is essen-
tial, especially .in counseling, to be in touch with
one's own feelings toward the person one is trying
to help. Such feelings, as curiosity, pity, admire:
tion, adversionrespect or fear are a few and may'
be very legitimate. These are real feelings and are
not to be negated or ashamed of, but rather dealt .

with in a constructive way so as to'enhance the coun-
seling process.. Often, when a client has had an in-
cident happen or. has been in an accident Or situation
that could hippen to anyone," the counselor projects
and gets fearful or denies, "My God, this could happen
to me!" tPaiiicularly, this contraststo the rsen

4-

.with a congenital condition, a condition t cannot..e,

be transferred to a possible happening r the coun-'
selor. .

.

I

My personal perspective on being physibally
handicapped is that everyone has hapdicau.,or diffi-
culties in life that they need to liveywith. Howeve,
with a physical handicap, it is more obvious and conse-
qudhtly, one often. gets more sincere help with their
problems from others. This is particularly true when
compared to people who live with, the knowledge that
they have canter, diabetes,are alcoholic, have a ' ""

heart disorder, high blood pressu , pain or emotional"
proglems. I stress the need to ,hav accurate knowledge,
and do not "assume" when counseling clients with phys- '

ical handicaps. This emphasis is not only essential
to the professional who'is helping clients, but for
the peer group that the person is involved with.
Peer awareness and understanding toward a "handicapper"
is ou of. the most powerful influences in terms of
adjustment.

Some of the assumptions made by the public toward
and about achandicapped person are that they are not
able to have sex, get married, have children, be self=
sufficient or to feel fulfilled as, a total person.
These most often erroneous beliefssabotage the coun-
selor's ability to'enhance the client to his or.her
fullest potential. An example is sexuality: "The
handiCapped have the same sex drive as anyone and
even-a non-handicapped counselor can help."3 It is
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now recklinized that even most types of injuries to

IL
the spin 1 cord'permit varying agrees of sexual
functioning for both men and women. (Gregory 1974)
It is a counselor's responsibility to be aware of, the
physical condition of the client whom hefor she is
counseling. To build toward unrealistic false expec-
tations or to avoid areas of possible satisfaction,

. both are depriving, in terms of that person's sense

(dr. of desirability and personhood.
'Counselors need to be able to express deep levels

of empathy and to be able to come to terms with a
.

particular client's physical'problem and emotional
make-up. People will be what you assist in allowing
them to be. Encouragement and acceptance go a long --
way,in getting a client's ego in a place for move-
ment,that leads to a satisfying personal life and an ',
accommodating integration into a society in which
they live.

Progress and Summary
, - r

.
.
.

The laws of the land and the reality of their
implementation are very,different components to one's
life. For the handicapper, laws to permit accessibility
to pollingfplaces to cast a voted toad side parks that
enable cross-country tray.0., parking places'td allow
business to be done, water fountains, qrinals, rest-
room stalls, elevators to-enter, light switches that
tan be reached, a telephone to make a call from, and
most of'all, a building that can be gotten into.
these are the important "laws," "codes," "action plans," '

and "programs." They represent, a tremendous step
forward, having come from the once ignorant populace.
Again, I repeat, "Laws are not self-executing," or
enacting. Legislation, at this point irk time, is'in-
deed the foundatiOn of the future for the physically
handicapped. HOwever, it is the human,,ele.Ment that'
is going to make tfte difference! Unless people'become
aware of people for what they are, or 'could he, the'

we are still one hundred years behind the intent of,
the law and everybody, doses. That loss could be for
any of us--or that. losS could be any one of us. 4

Notes

1 I,d1pcobus ten Brock: The Right To Live i e
World. The Disabled Law of Torts, 1954, Cali 'a

- Rev. 841 (1966) '

(Professor ten Brock himself was bl' .)
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?';Abroad In The Land: Legal Strategies to .-

Effectuate The Rights of The Physicill Disabled,"
Georgetown Law Journal, 1973. , ,

3Edith Schneider, "Human Sexuality and th

?

Hand apped," A.P.G.A. Journal, March 1976.
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TOWARDS R DUCTION OF SEXISM:

A WORKSHOP ON COUNSELING STRATEGIES

Elinor B.-Waters*

-This paper is divided into two parts. In the
first part, I will briefly look at sex differences
throughout the life cycle. After that, I will talk
,about counseling strategies that may be appropriate
at various age levels.

Sex Differences at Various Ages

Growing up is a very different experience for
males sand females in our society. Little girls.
generally develop faster than little boys. On the
aveApge, they learn to sit up, crawl, walk and talk
earlier than little boys. In the early elementa;g
grades,'girls generally read earlier, speak better,
have.feWer reading problems and fewer discipline prob-
lems. The really get a head start. But in adulthood,.'
the seems to be on the other side -- if you
will pardon my adversary model. Men hold better jobs
in almost every field,, and are generally at the center
of power. And while more men than women may have
heart attacks, fewer men experience acute depression.
The question is: what happens to little girls on
the way to becoming women, and to little boys on the
way to becoming Men, and the answer seems to lie in
different SOci zation protedures.

This sociali tion starts very early, probably
even before birth, hen parents often hope for one
sex or the otherian imagine how it will be to 'have
a son Or Nigh

- Think of typical. sfor pre-schoolprs. House-
4 --

hold items, dolls, jeweli5, or nurse's kits for jittle .
girls, trucks, sports equipment, and doctor's kits
for little boys. Boys' toys are more likely to en-
courage, activity and feelings of being in charge. If

ytu look at books for pre-schoolers, it is even worse'. %

Weitzman's (l97:2) study of prize-winning nooks revealed
that if you can,find the females at all in children's
books., they are apt to be in a passive spectator or
nurturant role. Think back to your own favorite fairy
tale heroine, changes are she was, waiting patiently
in the dungeon, tower, or rocking chair for the hero
tt finish doing his thing and come take her away.

*Elinor B: Waters is Director, Continuum Center;
Oakland University, Rochester, MichiQ9n.
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Studies of child-zearing practices have indicated
that parents treat boys and girls'ilifferently. Inl.

summarizing a wide range of research data available .

on socialization, Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) reported
that boys have more intense socialization experiences.
They get both more praise and more punishment. These

- sexually different experiences seem to have career
implications, even at a very early age. When kinder-
garten age children are shown pictuies depicting various
activities,'both boys and girls know what is sexually
appropriate. Mothers cook and c=1, fathers work.

We know relatively little about the period of
late childhood or early addlesqence. Psychologists
may have avoided this.age becalse, Freud said relative-
ly little was going on sexually at this lime: And

, parents do not worry so much because aside from the
mess of the inevitable. colleations of snakes, rocks,'

. dolls, baseball cards,,or wHaever, this is a relative-
' ly easy'period -- a breather between the physica
demSnds of raising young children and the emotional
demands of being raised by adolescents.

Howeihr, Erickson (1950) sees this as the time
for a chOice between industry and inferiority, and
I suspect it has far more lasting influences on later
personal and career commitment than IT generally think.
Matthews (1972) notes that this is a period of high
career interest for girls on which we should capital- ....

ize more.than we do. Waiting until high school may r r
be less of a problem in -the career counselingof boys
than girls.

,It seems to be-a somewhat different story in
high school. At that time,' many girls learn to walk
a sort of'emotional tightrope. epleman(1961) found
that adolescent girls are under a constraint not to
appear too'bright,'.hidt are also expected to conform
to adult demands much more than boys. One consequence
of this has been that girls work harder in school and
get better grades. Boys have more freedom to do pborly
in things they do not care about and-to excelin'things
they do care about. While girls consistently outnumber
boys among high school graduates, by college.age, men
outnumber women. ,,

According to the 1975Mandbook on Women Workers,
in the ,.Fall of 1973 43 percent of collegeAtudents
under 35 were women. There are interestifig differences
between college men and women ift background, attitudes
and aspirations. moss (1968) has noted that college .

women tend-to ,conle from homes of higher socio-economic
levels,than do cdlleg men, and to he more dependent

e\,.on parental financing. Despite their better high
school grades', women a e less likely than men to b
lieve they-have the ability to do college work. Cro
also found that college (women have lower educational
aspirations than college men and she attributes this



to the attitudes of society which fail to encourage
women to achieve. (Cross, 1971.)

Matina Warner's widely reported research on
college students at theUniversity of Michiga-ff helped

lir identify a typically feminine characteristic which
The called-the motive to avoid success. (Horne,
1969.) This motive to avoid success contaminates the
desire to achieve, and leads to an ambivalence about
achievemen't in women which does not usually "afflict"
men.

What happens then in adulthood? It seems to de-
pend in part on what comes after high school. .Trent
and Medsker (1967)(reported that four years after
high school, women who had become housewives had less
interest in ideas and the use of their minds than they
had in highschool. They have no comparable data on
men who became house-husbands.
4 Adult development is a reWively uncharted field
for psychologists, but we are beginning to get some
clues about sex differences in this period of life
is well. Nenarten (1963) has noted some blurring of
sex toles in later life.. She wrote that with increas-
ing age "men seem to beznme- more receptive to Pleir'
ow,n affiliative, nurturant, and sensual prompting's
while women become more, responsive toward, and less
guilty about,, their own.aggressive, egocentric im-
pulses.-' Similarly, Troll t1968) says that in many
families women may be expanding their interests and
looking outward to the wider world at jest about the
time, somewhere around 40, when-their husbands are
shifting.from active to passive mastery. We see evi-
dences of this differential natterning all the time
in the surge of middle aged women-back to school or
work, and it may be related to the increasing number
of middle aged marriages that are coming apart. We .

also, know that women's mental health is judged by a
different )et of standards than that of men. (Brover-
man, et al, 1970.)-

Let us briefly summarize some of the things we
have learned about se* differences in growing up in
out society before we move on to implications of this
for counselors. We know that girls start out on a
faster developmental-timetable than boy's, but are -

gradually overtaken and surpassed on most achievement
measures in adolescence and adulthood. TO alter this,

. we will need drastic changes in our child rearing and
educational systems. .We also saw that men and women
develop with different internal time clocks and that
Ihis+-has setdous implications for the kinds of counsel-

. ing dnterventions that pre appropriate for men and
,women of different ages.,
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Implicat
,

ions for Counselors r
i

NAs educators what can_we do about this situation?

My view is that there is work to be done with every

age group and that it involves working on three

different leViels:
-./-

1)- with individuals,.heriking each person whom
you work with to become all, that she or he

can 'be, /s"- /
,

2) with your school system or agency so that you-
`can help establish a more somprehensivt and
meaningful guidande program, and last but
by no means least; ,

,
,

getting socially active to helpModify the
opportunity structure,for both men and women.
This may mean working with employers, govern- .
ment agenciesffeministiStganizations or,
male consciousness raisinggrbog.'

' Let us talk movspecifically about som ays to re-
duce sexism.

AJ.: ,
lk...-

*0,, ,

AS.

At°the Elementary-School. r'.

e"
.

If-you are an elementary school Oler, have,
you'checked fdr stereotyped sex roles in the books
you use, the bulletin board displays you set up, the
guest speikers*you have, the field trips you take,

.01 even Your own discussions? 'Do you have pictures
(or better yet role models) of men engaged in their
fatherinito4e, or are they always*putti g on their t

eoafs. to leave for the joifvfiet.,,,, the fadto y, or: the
corn field? 'If yoU take 'a field trip, an.,yoli h2lp

the'children look not just at the pre uct beingsmanu-
faceUred but at the jobs that women and men are doing?
Are they expas to female physikians and male nUrses?

Do they see female executives and mechanics aagl, male

. secretarfes? If they visit colleges, do they see
students and instructors of various ages asjell tas"'"

sexes? . N.
/ Right in your elementary school, hbw atout your

,safety patrol apd service squad? Are they sexually
'integrated or has youp,school assumedlhat boys can
"take it better" outside.aEd girlS should keep disci- ,

pline and help kindergarten Chl.dren put-on their
boOts?

I. ap'

5.4
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At the Secondary Level

At the secondary level, I think we have'to do a
lot more thinking,about maturation rates as they effect
the best time for career guidance. Girls seem to have
some notions about their career choices and to be think-
ing ahead earlier than boys'. Girls reach a'Peak of
interest in college and their futures between 11 and
14, before they become preoccupied with rela-
tionships. This may be a good time to knack out the
idea of the either/or approach, to-help girls realize
that they do notlhave to decide on whether they want
a career or marriage. At the junior high level, some
schools have also begun to open up home economics
courses to boys and generally convey the idea to boys
that fafiily and leisure are important as well as work.

Decision-making is a key element in life planning
and 'provided, to use Gelatt's (1962) term, "a concep-
tual frame of reference for counseling." Decision-
making is also an area'from which women have tradition-
ally withdrawn, so I think it behooves teachers and,
c2unselors to provide men and women in secondary schools
(and for that matter, people of all ages) a5 many

a
opportunities as possible to make decisions. This '

kind of opportunity can be built into many classroom
situations. And there are now some excellent materials
on the market which develop decision-making skills by
involving students in a workbook or game situation.
I think fttogtof the College Entrance Examination
Board's Decidi.ng'program, or of Verenhorst's Life
Career Game because they are intrinstically inTFFFsting
57171Triv7517-ing to young people. There,are other activi-
ties that do not demand any special equipmqnt.

What about, course selections in your school?
Are the men channeled into the math, science and shop
courses, the girls into English, social studies, home
economics and commerical courses? Or do you really
think allgout each student and her,.oris, interests
and aptitudes. Have you explored all possible avenues,
for providing students with work experience while they
and still in high school? Some high schools offer
work-study programs in which students spend half of
each day' working so they can get first hand exposure
to a career in which they are interested. I suspeCt
that a successful experience of this kind can tip the
balance. for dome students, in helping them decide
whether they can or cannot "make it" in the world of
work. And it may be particularly important for those
women who withdraw from the labor force for a while
and need a po'itive memory of a work experience to
encourage them to return at a later age.
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At the high,vhool level, I think it is important

to encourage young people to think about the whole

question of sex roles and responsibilities within a

marriage. It is a crucial but often overlooked,crite-,

tie in picking a mate. Clearly, I at talkingibout

more than who takes out the garbage or diapers he

. baby. We,all need a support sYstemand it isnice
when it can function within the marriage.

At the College Level*
ri

Let us now _turn to the question of timing of

,higher education for women. The expectation that the

years between 1'8 and 22 will be devoted to uninterrupted
study and career.choice just does not work'for many

people -- especially women. There are at least two

different approaches to higher education for women

and they require different action strategies to make

them effective. One approaCh assumes that there will

be discontinuity, that women will be in and out of '
t

school; just as they are in andcput of the work force.

If this is-true, then we need to do everything we can

to make these interruptions acceptable and to facili-

tate re-entry of mature adults into schools when they

are ready. This may mean administrative changes to

eliminate some of the roadblock§,currentlY in the

path of older students. I think of admissions criteria,

such as the takings of tests that assume recent exposure

tb. facts, or requests for letters of recommendation,

from teachers who cannot possibly remember all their

students. (For more on this see Waters, 1971.)

The alternative japprotch to higher education for

women is to assume little discontinuity and to make

basic changes in our way of life which allow women

or men to return to school or work very soon after

their children are born. Fbr this approach to work,

'
we shill have to see shared responsibility for parent-

ing, perhaps new family styles, or, at- the very least,

Aok, a drastic increase inthe number and kind of day care

Career Guidance for Adults

Clearly, career guidance cannot stop at the

college level. Adults' in inqreasing numbers are
changing careers and.all evidence seems tq indicate

that trend will accelerate,. 'At our center, for in-

stance* we offer a six session Career Development

program foradults.' (Goodman, Walworth and WateA
1975).

Those of you accustomed to working with young,

people may tirid such concerns inappropriat, or at

least unusual, for adults. Earlier theories of v97'

Cational developAnt had indicated that by Middle age
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we shbuld all be in the maintenance stage, having
completed otir exploration and crystallization. But
the idea of mid-life career-clOnges seems to be catch

' Dig on. It is an area in whidh men are probably at
a disadvantage, since it is more socially acceptable
for women than for men to change careers, and/or go
back -to school in middle age.

Yet another task for counselors is to help men
and women prepare for and make the most of their re-
tirement. I believe that many of the problems we see
among alder people are the result of'a sexist upbring-

ing. For example, think of the widow who never wrote
a check or filled out a tax form before her husband
died, or the widower who had not invited a friend to
visit for 50 years because his wife made all the social
irrangemehts. As counselors, we clearly cannot solve
all of the pains of being widowed, but We can take
actions that will help People broaden their interests
and areas pf competency. Hopefully, we can offer such
help to people of all ages..
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THE ROLE OF THE COUNSELOR IN A 'SEXIST SOCIETY

Alice Lda Brunner*

'I am a member of the 51 percentwho, regardless
of race, color or cr d, are offered unequal oppor-
tunity. I am here a woman, for through sAim,
women share experienti 1 and political ties with Third
World people.

Thit is a culture th which white defines the norm
and in which the ethnic is experienced as the "other."'
It is also a. culture in which male defines the norm
and in which femaLe is experienced as "the other."
When we speak of "the nature of man" we assume we are
speaking of people; when we speak of ."the nature of

411Pwoman" Vie khow we are speaking of females.
Five years agq, Broverman and her co-workers

nicely documented this painful reality when they asked
counselors to rate human traits as to those which de-
scribe the healthy, mature, socially competent adult,
those which describe the healthy, mature, socially
competent man, and those which describe.the healthy,
mature, socially competent woman. What they discoverer
was that those traits judged'by counselors as describ-
ing the healthy adult and the healthy man are highly
similar, while those describing the healthy adult
and thehealthy woman are not. In other words', the
counseling profession, like the culture in which it
is embedded, operates from a double standard of emo-
tional health: the healthy male is seen as an adult;,
the healthy female is not. Unknbwingly, we counselors

I --and this is true regardless of odr'sex--have helped
to perpe a destructive do ble bind: if a woman
actual' es th feminine Iole as defined in this culture,
she -is seen as immature, and th neurotic; if she
actualizes the adult role!as def ned i1' this culture,
she is seenas unfeminine, and t ut neurotic. It
is,hardly surprising that more w men-than men ,report
emotional problems and seek co se/ing help.

Many yeArs before the tim was ripe ffor ah\under-
standing of her statement, mane -de "Beauvoir summed
,up the situation by saying, "A man is defined as a
human being, and a woman is defined'as.a '

thatdeeply engrained is this perspective that even
, these who have an awareness of sexism tend to approach

sex tole issues as if they were women's issues, as
if the task is,to change our wayn7T-7Fsponding to

Iaa Brunner is Oftychologist ith Counseling
Servii.es, University of Michigan, nn Arbor.
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and def4ning females, the ptoblem for men being simply
to allow those changes to occur, to allow women to
become more like men. This state of affairs- -the
impossibility of being both female and adult in this
culture and the acceptance of "mascul'inity" as a
desirable definition of adulthood--is a core meaning
and4consequence of sexism.

I am a feminist. For me, feminism is the view
0.hat ,se5c rol'es aie based, not on the givens of biology

but on the politics of power. It is the belief that

sex roles are basically culturally determined,, learned
modes of being which reflect an artificial and un-
natural limit on human potontial through forcing a
dichotemization of our human wholeness into two bi-

1

polar extremes which we abel feminineand-maStuline.
From this per'spective,"bing feminine or masculine is
irreconcilable with being a whole.pers'E. Neither
represents an:adequate definition of adulthood.
Whether we, as individuals, start from one forced
extreme g another, our task is to move toward the
center, working to combine the healthy aspects of so

called male and female, charactetistis into a complete,
unified, whole human being, able to think and to feel,
to loud and to be competent, to depend and depended
upon', li,pijeceive abd to assert. In some ways, the
task, 4;T we are to--achieve personal integration, is
to "femiaize" our boys and "masculinize" our girls,
thoughthis statement is a distorted 'one since sex
role traits are often themselves distortions. Thus,

° for,exaMple, the boy's task is not to become more -
"passive," but more receptive, mhile-the girl's task

is not to - become more "aggressive" and '.'competetive"

but more capable of independent initiating, the task
for both. males and females being to exchange passivity,
competitiveness and aggression for the capacity to be'

both receptiveand assertive. .-

From this perspective, sex'roles are oppressive

to both women and men, since r both they force an
Wexameration of one mode of eing and a repression of

another. It is' important to e 'aware, however, that

while sex roles are oppressive,to both sexes,*they are

more oppressive to-women than 'to men; for they are
perpetuated not simply through 'passive cultural con-
ditioning, but through activearesistance to their
change on the part of men, a resistance that is voted
in the greatef advantages that crime to men than to

women through their continpance. It isnot an acci=
dent that working women earn only 58 percent of what '

men earn, that it is' more of an economic disadvantage

S
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to be yhite and female than 'black and male that the
majority of power positions are held by men, that
f'emiaine traits are viewed as less socially desirable
than masculine ones, that married womenincluding
those reporting happy marriages-ccIaim more marital
dissatisfation than married men, and that more women
than men express support for nontraditional ways of
being. -

,

I am a counselor. Fofme, tilis means I try to
help myself and-the people kwork with become more
in touch with internal experience, to beco e more
aware of the nature of the environment thatm.' teracts
with those. internal experiences, and to become more
aware of the choicesthf actions-'-that might be
taken to deal with those experiences and environments.
I believe these three ispects of the counseling role
--facilitating awarenes.of%thelinside, of the out-
side, and of options congruent with those awarenesseS
--are basic to the counsbling process whether we as " 0

coRaselbrs are working with people trying to deal
with. anxiety and interpersonal strain, or with people
struggling with high rent and rats, oLwith'people
selecting schodl courses aid vocation. In short,
counseling is a process of consciousness expansion
and thus,of personal change. And since expanded
awareness ofteiLmhkes our current environment untenable;
the Outcome of counseling is often action which causes

_ adjustments In our environment; whether it is the
imme e environment of our intimate relationships,

J. or t ,*expanded environment we call Society. In this
sense-the counseling process is a revolutionary bne.

Because counseling-and fbminism involve dealing
with fu damental phblems in living, bOth are deeply '

embedded'in fundamental. questions. of ethics and values.
And thus, while Lam a-ciounselor and a feminist, I

*In statdng this difference, I in no way mean to
imply anything about the'relative oppressive nature,
of sexism vs. racism. Not only are such comparison
impossible, they are divisive and siivert us from unit-
ing.,..to combat the conditions hiob produce both. It_
is important;,, however, that,w become aware bf the
economic oppression faced by omen, for this oppres-
sion tends. to be obscured by the fact that girls 'and
w men receive their socio-economic status through the men

i
- father or husband--to whom they,are "entrusted."
T us, while,a white woman married to a working white
male is in better shape economically than is a non-
white working male, she shares his p ght once she

.,..attempts to function independently, Mile a nonwhite
,woman, relying onher own earning power is in con-

siderable trouble indeed.

53 61.
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cannot be either-in isolation fzom the other: I ath,

of necessity, a feminist counselor.
It js my,belief that,if we are to be elpful to

our children, we must be both feminist an counselor:

we must understand sexism deeply. We mus be aware

of the ways in which females and males have-le,a_tned ...--

.\

to be be who they are, of the conFequences.ofthat_
learning, and of the current forces which'strive,,

.
through very realand painful rewards and punishments,

to maintain that-learning and to squelch change.
Without that awareness, we assume that what man is

is what the human ought to be, and that what woman
i is what she can be, while if she is less than she'

might be, it is-Fe-cau eV. some personal inadequacy

in her. In short, we nd up blaming the victim and
perpetuating a limitin status quo.

A feminist perspetcti e has real consequences in

. our counseling work. . 7=-)

It is true, for example, that women tend to seek

husbands who appear more clever than themselves. ',If

we accept this as natural) we become more concern4id

about educational opportunities for boys than for .

girls. If we ask why. women need to look up, rather
than straight across as equals, we become concerned

about women's sense of inferiority and the conditions '.

that demand it, and struggle to change both.
Women must deal with how to combine career and

marriage. If we accept this as natural, we help

girls select flexible careers, give them courses on

household efficiency, quote research on how juvenile
delinquency is not caused by working mothers, and

teach them-how th persuade their husbands to help with

their homemaking. Lf we ask why it is women and not
men who face a career./marriage conflict, we 'help girls

examine the,power politics of marriage, we confirm.

. their right to honor thit own needs equally with those

.
of their husbands, and e Help.them. learn to assert

thOse'.needs, while we, help their future husbands ex-

periente home making as their equal responsibility,

we give those future husbands,courses on household
efficiency, we teach them to honor the needs of others,

l

- and we strive to ptoduce, a social system that facil-

ftates a true career-Marriage integratien for both

s TeXes-.-.
It is true .that women, as opposedcto men., tend

to have stronger affiliative and nurturance heeds

than achievement need's.- If we accept this as nat6ral,-
. we give our girls_experiences that steer the toward

the traditionally femine service occupation f

clerical, teacher, Aur&e, and counselor. I we ques-: ...

tion whys, we give giils a breadth of experience that.
pliopares them for broader career options, while we

give our boys experiences which help them learn to.

be more supportive.

, 54
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In 1855,,speaking.at a Nation'al Women's Rights
- Convention, Lucy Some said:

, .
,.. )''

In education, in marriage, in religion, in°
everything, disappoiptmpnt 'is the lot of
woman. It shall be the-business of my life
to deepen,,this disappointment in every woman's'

r
rheart until she bowS down to it no longer.

Such",. is the role of the counselor: with lgye and
respect, to help lift the veils of cultural mystifica-
tion which have clouded our understanding, and in
so doing to nourish our strength, our pain, and our
anger-until we will mo longer make do with adjustment
to an inadequate status quo, but insist upon change
and claim the power pf full and creative personhood.
For once'you have become aware of the sexism constrain-
ing your own life, you can do no less. And if as
a counselor, youare not aware, you are, as Eld;,i.dge

. Clew/Pr once said,'part of the problem.
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FROM REACTION TO PROACTIONIN TESTING
BLACK STUDENTS.

obert L. Williams;

How do you know where I'm at 'if yo ain't been
where I've been? Understand wheri I'm coming
ffom?

"Good Times"
CBS telecast
October 22, 1974

The Black mother who gratefully sends he/child
to school dNly does not suspect he dangers lurking'
in the shado s of educational institutions. No one
has told her that her little child will be required
to undergo what is called a psychological examdnatio
She does not know that this exam will yield an I.Q.
label that will-follow her child for the rest, of his
school life: She does not 'understand that the I.Q.
label may, lead to the placement,(or misplacement) of
her child..dn a special class or educational track.
The mAher thinks that her child is in an educationl
track leading to g diploma or a degree. Much to her
surprise, she learns within a few yea? %, her child
has'been tracked tor failure. It is like' putting the
child on a train clearly labeled New York, ands -
covering later that someone made a mistake in the,
labeling 4-4.be finds himself in Mississippi!

Not man of yqu will remember Ronnie L. Collins,
a Alack studeht who attended Pocomoke, Notryland High
School.' Before he was graduated in 197V, Ronnie was
advised 1:4, a Whitecu;tLowlor tliat.he should forget
about college, ancIrt if he insisted on further

.,,schodling, he should go into vocational :training.
Collins ignored the advice, however, anti enfqlled

n Bowie State College. In Junt,'1974, he was. graduated
*With honors in the top -ten percent of h4 class. He-
waspresid'ent of his sepiqr class and con44Ptdntl

14,
madb the Dean's list. He won both a Fulbright-Haye
Scholarship and a Danforth Felloi/shiO. The prestigious
Fulbright-Hayes will send Collins to the University
of Scotland at Edinburgh where he will ltudy Compara-
tive Linguistics. Collins wkil receiVetfull tuition'

* and living expenses fbr four years and pursue his Ph.4
in'preparatio for a career in college, teaching:

s
*Robert L. Williams is a prOfessor at Washington

' Unlyersity, St. Louis, Missouri. 1
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c It would be a gross understatemenCto say that
nnnift/tollins was' misjudged by his counselor. In
fact, such an assessment would be completely false.

s' 'The.point is that untold thousands of Black students,
_..,' Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, Asians, and other minority

students are being denied access into ihstit tions
of higher lea ing today because of what test publish-
ers call "erro variance," but what I prefer to call
"intentional variance" or ''thelzero sum game. It is
no accident that Ronnie Collins was dvised not to.
go to college because the education lystem in this
country is structured so that similar tragedies be-
fall many other similar students.

, Universities, in recent years, h4ve used. such
standardized tests as the SAT, ACT, or GRs the
major criteriarfor admissions to colleges, universi-

/ ties, graduate schools, medical and law, schools. ,?,

These tests .are currently the hired guns Used to deny
Blacks entrance into the educational mainstream. They
should be clearly marked: Danger: Tests are Harmful
to Brack Children. t

, To Black parents, I have one re ommendation: '

qDo not let your children take educat onal and psychp- .

logical tests. Write to'the principa and sup riq-

441.

tendents stating that you do not want yoll chil' to
te4e tests. The administrators cannot force your
child to take tests. To teachers, principals, super- v

intenAents, I have one recommendation: Stop giving
our Slack and other minority children those dehumanize
ing tests!

Many studies4rtloort that White students obtain
higher scores on standardized tests than Black stu-
dents. As a result, the built-in expectation (bias)
is that the cognitive developMent and language acqui-
'sition processes of Black children are deficient to
thosd developmental processes of white children.

. Other studies have "brainwashed" us'into believing
that Black children, (1) enter school without sWls
necessary for coping with kindergarten and first grade---....

Curriculum, (2) have poor language development, (3)
have under - developed auditory and visual dissrimina-
tion'skills, (4) are more likely than White children
to drop out of school before completing high school
and (5) have poorly developed self-concepts.
-7.cafegorically reject the above assertions-for the

. following reasons: The problem with many of the re-,
search studies- in the areas tf languageintellectual
and self concept development of Black children is.that
the research is,condueted (a) by White researchers,
(6) with cultural,ly biased instruments, such as the .

Binet, Wechiler and Peabody, which were standardized
)

. on White 'c.hildren, (c) without ethnic relevant content
and (d) from,a deficit or pathology model point of
view. .. .

.''
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. The purpose of this paper-is to review briefly
five conceptual models which generally have been pro-
vided as explanations for the Black child's low test

-.) performances diltt academic achievements: In addition,
I will provide a conceptual model (discontinuity and
mis-match)as an alternative explanation to the proty-
em. The five models fall into one of the following
categories: (1) deficit, (2) cultural difference,

. (3) schools as failure, (4) bi-cultural, and (5) gen-
eral systems theory..

The Deficit Model° ,

-

For the past two)or t hree decades, the leading lic_

assumptions of the causes of the Black child's failure
in schools were dominateeby a "deficit model" or

.
"deficiency hypothesis." The deficit model created '

more heat than light, by proposing that Black children
c were deficient in cognitive, linguistic°and intellectual

skills dueboth to genetic and environmenta140actors
(Bernstein(1961), Bereitef and Engleman (1966), Jensen
(1019), ShockTey (1972a and 1972b))/

Employing such pejorative labels as culturally
deprived, disadvantaged and deficient, deficit model
theorists maintained tha; the educational-problems of
Black children were due to (1) a deficient genetic
pool,. as evidencdd by scores on ability tests and
poor classroom performanCe and (2) their deprived
home background which denied them the cognitive and
linguistic input needed for accumulating information
and skills necessary for successful classroom work.

One allegation of the deficit model theorist is
that Black children have acquired less language than
White children. Special programs have. been developed
to "compensate" fdr these alleg deficiencies. A
major proponent of the language deficiency school of
thought isBasil Berhste-irk (19 1). He identifies two.

1

forms of communication codes or styles of verbal.be-
havior, (a) restricted and (b) elaborated: Restricted
codes areielassified as stereotyped, limited, condensed
and lacking in specificity needed for precise coneep-,

. tualization and differentiation: The restricted code
uses sentences which wre i-lort, simple and often un-
finished. It is alleged to be a language with tn,
plicit meaning, easily understood and commonly shared.

Elaborated codes on the other hand, are those in
which communication is individualized anti the message
is specific tp a particular tuation, topic and per:-
son. It is reported to be more particular, more dif-
ferentiated, complex and precise. It permits expres-
sion of a wider and more complex range of thought,with
more discrimination among cognitive and,affective 0
content.

.61
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Bernstein (1961), further propo that lower-
clais prents employ different child-rearing techniques
than those utilized by middle-and upper-class parents.
In hiS 'and upper-class child-rearing'
practices depend mostly upon verbal exchange. This
merbal exchange is characterized brIelaborate and

complex subtleties, abstractionq, and logical strwc-,
.ture. :Thit, according to Bernstein, prepares the
speech and thought of the child for complex intellec-
tual actifTtr, dnd subequent average to superior

test perform ce.
In contrast,' Bernstein proposes that lower-incothe

class language is characterized by crudes expressions- 4
of logical relationships and that it is based mainly
upon simple concrete sentences. These sentences have
no value within a planning 640tion such as that pos-
sessed by more complex language. Bernstein concludes
that the absence from lowerrincome .c.lass language o-f
such conjunctions as: "ifs' and "tifen" as well as th
initial subordinate clause "if A...thdh B" reif&ers

.- the language code of the lower-income claSs person
,..;restricted at best, and deficient in dealing with -

hypothetical complexities. Accordingly, the Black
child's language system restricts him to a.low level
of conceptual functioning and thus to a low performance

level on tests of intelligence and achievement.
Bereiter and Efigleman (1966)-are also deficit

theorists. These proponents assume non-standard
English to be-inferior to standard English. The un-
derlying notion here is that the Black child develops

speech and thinking pattern7that-are et variance
'with what he needs to learn. Sereiterand Engleman
(1966) developed special programs/ to to remediate the

language deficiency. Other special programs (Deutsch-,
1967) have been developed for Black children at the

,spre-school level:. (1) to arrest the cumulative deficit
'observed in so-called ai.gadvantaged children, (2) to

emphasize language and cognitive development by pro- .

viding special training. in helping the children to
make abstraction and generalization frdM their concrete

experiences and (3) to develop programs which fati.itate

1 taxi:Rum growth and utilization of intellectual poted-,

tial. It is to be noted that the deficit model -has-

been vigorously discredited by a number of researcherg
arid-scholars, Hunt (1969)-, Kagan (I'969), Baratz (1970),

, and Labov (197b)

Cultural Difference Model ,

ri Ph contraAiction,to-the deficit model, another
via/ of the educational ,problem of the Black child

is that he has acquired backgrqund learning expefiences
er from those, of

his conceptualization, '

which; -although not deficient,.d
his middle class counterpaTts.

- 62
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called the cultural difference model, `proposes that \\,
.the,Brack child-grows up in a culture which has its
own language, traditions, strengths and weaknesses.
For example; while non.- standard English (i.e. the \

\

informal language charactpristics.of many Black people)
may be adaptive in one's community, the middle class
teacher may not appreciate his dialect. What then
is an'asset and adaptive in the peer culture is bas--

. ically a liability in thp classroom. Loban (1963),
Baratz and Shuy (1969), Baratz and Baratz (1969),
Stewart (1969), Labov (1970), Wolfram (1970), F.
Williams, (1970) have been the most vocal proponents
of the cultural difference model, especially as it
.applies to linguistic features of the Black child.

. Loban (1963) conducted a numbef of longitudinal
. studies which provide interesting, but questionably,

data_onthe speech of poor Black and Whitechildren.
In one ofTts studies, the emphasis was upon the
nature and degree of deviation from standard English
demonstrated in the speech of lower -lass children.
Standard. English 's characterized 11oban as the dia-
lect which receiv d the mot social acceptance in
this country. t major finding of this gesearch was
that lower-class Black children in his sample spoke
a dialect which was differgnt from the type of dialect
(standardsEnglish) utilized by lower-and middle-class
White children. This difference wasmost pronounced
in the use of verbs, and to a much lesser degree,
pronouns and nouns.

Baratz and Baratz (1969) examined the failure t

of urban education to prove effective for ghetto 1,

children. They point out that one major fault of
our urban educational system is its failure to under-
stand whyteaching an urban Black child to read is
so difficult. The Baratzes believe that an explana-

g- tion is relatiyfry simple. They contend that a cul-
tural variable is at work-which is basic to thediffi--,
culty..., These writers haveisuggested that the reading
diffic6lties experienced by Black children are a
function of standard English syntaic, rather than -

spelling', pronounciation, or word recognition. They
insist that those who have been responsible for de- z

signing eduCational syStems have'completly ignored
the legitmacy of:the Black culture, of which, Blacls
language style is a highly integral part. These
writers strongly support the recognition of an estab-
lished Blanc dialect in the' educational programs fo'r
Black children: -

Labov, Cohen, Robins and Lewis (196g.) peformed
a number of interesting studies on the language of -,

poor Black children.- One of Lavov't major research con-
cerns has been with the relationship between Black
dialect and standard English. Heassumes that

63
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Black language colLstitutes a lawful, coherent system,
with a legitimate structure of its own.

Labov et al (1968) cast doubt upon the validity
of the ldiTiciency theories" espoused by such writers

as.B eiter and Englemann (1966), who assert that poor

Bla children' cannot learn to read because their
uage is deficient forM of standard English.

.
Labov's results indicate that Black children poA.sess
a mature and §ocially.efficient language; therefore,

a simplitic "deficiency" hypothesis cannot explain
the reading g difficulties experienced '5y these children.
He pointed out that there are limited instances of
structural differences between non-standard English

and standard English. However, these differences are
not sufficiently numerous to explain reading-deficien-
cies.' Labov suggests that a major part of the'problem

is a conf ct between the spontanedus use of Black

dialect d that form of speech required in the cla

room: H sees 1anguage allone factor in a cultural

orkenta on which is in contradiction to the' values

of the school. It is this conflict, not a deficieni
language, whidh is mainly resgopsible for poor school
Orfomance on the part of poor Black children.

The bulk of the research evidence seems tcr suggest

that the language development of Black children', is

in_most respects, not deficient or much different
from the speech of-middle-class children. There is

also much cross'-cultural evidence concerning this

issue (Lenneberg, 1967, McNeill,'1970).. The general'
conclusion of- these studies is that the development
Of children's lahguage is highly similar in form in'
various cultures and subcultures throughout the world.

IAt a conference entitled, !'Cognitive and Language
Deveropment,of the Black Child "-held in St. Louis,

Missouri, ilanuary, 1 73, up of Black scholars
pointed out that the ultural ferente model con-
tained mo?e political and economic overtones than

'grammatical, phonological or 'syntactical considerations.

It was generally fel,, that very little clarification
of'the controversy i vci/ving the difference model has

been satisfactorily demonstrated by using tfie dif-

ference model approach. FoCexample, it is still not
resolved as to what Slack .3itli.411 or non-standard

English really is. Simpkins, R.'Williams and Gunnings
,(1972), Taylor 61973), Ron Williams (1973), Beryl -

Bailey C1973,), Gilliam (1973), Holt (1973), Smith
(1975),Zlimpkins (1973), Smitherman (1973), Sims

(1973), Covimgton (1973), in a barrage,of criticisms

r hel&,thai the'-cOncept of Black English or
non-standard

English contains deficit model characteristic', and
therefore,mdst be abolisiked. Follpwing nilsiderable
discussion regarding the language of Black people,.

the group reached a concensus to adopt the term
tbonics (combining Ebony and phonics or Black souncV1

64 l"
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Ebonics is defined as the inguistic and para-
1.0guMTETeatures which on a concentric continuum
represent the communicative competence of West African,
Carribbean, and United States slave descendants of
African origin, including,the various idioms, patois,
argots;. ideolects,'and social dialects. Ebonics
is thus the culturally appropriate language of Black
people and is not considered_ deviant, An, example of"
Ebonics is as follows: "The Hawk is definitely not
jiving outside today." Contrary to'popular belief,
this stntenceis not in slang or non...standard English
'form. Rather, it is stated in culturelly-',Wpropriate
and ingenious langtilage of Black people.

. School as Failure Model

The third approach, referred to as the school
as, failure model 'defines the locus of the difficult
as being.in the school, the curriculum and the st f.

The deficit is not so much within, the child, as from
the school's inability to deal adequately with the
child's resources. It charges that the schools do

-'not respond to the needs of the child. in:this model, ,

emphasis is placed on teather training, re-training, I..

increasing the teaChers sensitivity and her knowledge
dtout the - child's culture, his tesources, cu iculum
changes and Mutual communication between the ommunlity

-'and the school. Katz (190) pipiets outthe, lowing':
.., '

1. children from lowincome homes(mos
'of whom 'are Negro, get more thaln their fa r
share of classroom exposure tq teachers

eA
are rgally unqualified for the.kr role, w ,.^

basically resent teaching th Summar' ing
ty comments on gathers, their influence on
Negro students' motivation may be consid r-
able, particul'arly in the lower elements y
grades when children are more emotional

' dependent on adults. Apparently, many ,

teachers inadvertelntly dispense strong nega-
tive reinforcement'in the form of personal
olgasapproYal and rejectien, and studies of
teachers' attitude's toward lower-class pu-, 4
pils sugges1 that the incidence of' such
teachers in predominantly:Negro schools is
relative high. (pp. l77;178)

'
4

In essence, the above explanations are given
for the §chool as failure model. Given that there
is sliscon'tinuity between home and school, the problem
of education remains. What is needed -is a curriculum
model that responds to. the educationaleneeds.of the,
qiii.ld,. Current models, for the most part`, engage in
What ,we call "backward learning" or',goiftg from the

k , :
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unfamiliar to the familiar.- It would be more appro-
priate to reverse this process:,-

Bicultural Model

In order to survive the academic situation ,

Black'children are expected to know Black culture and
White culture, i.e., become encultured in standard
English and middle-class culture, as well as maintain
the Black style. Valentine (1971), an. anthropologist,
is a leading proponent of this particular model. I

call it a racist model because it does not require
White. children to become encultured in Black, culture.
The model fs. thus a one-way street. Survival for the
'Black child means the acquisition of two cultures.
It 'negates deep entrenchment in one's own Black cul-
ture (Simpkins, Williams and Gunnings, 1971).

A

General Systems Model

The fifth and final model defines the rrobielt

in terms of general system theory. Institutional
racism is ci ted. as the b arc
pr9blems of the Black ch
the behaviorof the child

factor in the edocationil
From this Ar*spective;
social system is re-

lated to his status and to the system's demandt on
him. The mother and,teacher's7inteeractions with
the child are seen as a reflection of the system's ,

demands and expectations.- Consequently, there is
little to be gained from attempting to changeindi- .

,vidual children through remedial efforts unless there
are programs designed to change the, social structure
or the social systems in which'the 'child lives and tq
teacher works, es'Pecially since the structure estab-
lishes cultural and community value's.

A Discontinuity (Mismatch) Model

What.I am proposing here is a 'disconti y or
a mismatch theory toibxplain the Black child's diffi-
culties on tests and in Classrooms. In general, .

many Black-children are preparedearly to Seek surds
val, rathrihan academic success. This prepatation
results in certain discontinUitics for Black children.
in traditivaI educational'systeMo. Language usage
c.onst.itutes,one of,lif not the major, discontinuity
exOrienced by,the Black child upon his entrance into
thdrtraditional classroom and in his dealing with
standardized intelligence and achievement teists:'

Hunt (1969').defines this problem as one of .,

"match":, k
. .

41t encountering a given set of circumstances
to induce psychological development in

6d
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the child, these circumstances must have an
appropriate relationship to the information
already accumulated in the child's mental

. storage from his previous encounters with
Circumstances. (p. 129)

Extending'Hunt's notion to the Black child in
Is,_ particular, Williams (072i) termed the situation

ds "The Problem of Mis-mat h" or the extent to which
moderator variables (personal characteristics and

' test biases) are operative in influencing the relation-
. ship between predictor (tests) and criterion (scholas-,
tic achievement) variables.

Thus, in the light of theo onceptual and method(
ological difficulties, we began to examine some basic
factorg associated with test performance and education.

'As an initial step, it was necessary to look for and
examine the possible,sources okcommon cultural biases
in tests an0 classrObms. One vlbrrcomMon finding was
the_language factor. Our observations let conclude
that neither.,t)le cognitive processes nor the cognitive
cRivelogment of the Black child is diffe'rent from that
Of the White child, particulhrly; mean by cogni-
tive development, one's capacity to discriminate,
recognize, identify, and manirSulate the features and
processes of the world'around him.

Cognitive development or cognition refers to the
'process by which4a child becoMes aware of, knows or

. learns to identify, to lhbel and to interpret his.
.world through mental processes. Up tothe first two
years of life, the cognitive processes of Black and
'White-children do not differ. For.example, 'all children
learn to idenli,fy such diverse phenomena as hot, cold, ,

up, down, etc.- Black babies learn these phenomena
just as, quickly and readily as babiesb any other
ethnic group. The Black child, fqr example, at age
two is not going to fall down steps because of "cogni-
tive'deficits". or lack of proper cognitive socializa-
tion. He might not "lab'elu, the objects with the same
terminology as White children, but he is able to
"understand" the direction of the danger involved.
In addition, he is not going to touch a hot stove.
He has learned the, dangers involved in hot objects,
as well'as cold ones. That is, he possesses the ,

appropriate cognitiOns: he knowsthe difference be-
tween hot and cold.

,Thue, up to approximately age two, I am quite
positive that cognitive development Is just the same
in Black children as it i5 in any group of children.
I propose, however, that the,labeling or the attach-.
ing of language to cognitions is ditferent in the
Bleak and. hitb child beoause of culturally different

fenvironments or backgrounds. The process by 'which
the. Black children attach labels to the cognition is

67
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to the cognitions are ditArent. A child develops
not different; however, .actual labels-assigned

language comprehension and language production pri-
marily as a result of the language spdel of his en-
vironment, his own internal schematic organization,
self-instruction and those items which he differen-
tially selects from the environment.

After two years, something very different happens
ein children. The child begins to label those vents'

around him with laeguAge; that is, he labels such
objects as desks, chairs and tys. He c.a.11s those
objects by the same label usedby other people around

- him. The Slack child istypically in'a different
labeling environment than White children, so that he
may not_label his cognitions in the same way as main-

. stream children. It does not mean that he is deficient
in communication skills because he uses different
labels, nor does it mean that he has less language.-

To test out our hypotheses deriving from discon-
tinuity and mis-match7theory we carried out several
initial studies to examine the differential effects
of-test instructions writtenfin familiar versus stan-
dard language on performances of Black childifen..

We divided 990 Black kindergarten, first and"
second grade children into two-groups of 445 each.
Variables of race, I.Q., age, sex, and grade were
control d by balancing the grows. We used the
stand& erAon of the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts
(BTBC) and a set of non - standard' questions that we

'developed.. The BTBC _Consists of 50 picto,Pal multiple
choice items involving concepts of space, quantity
and time. Black teachers and graduate students" trans:
lated the bncepts and objects into language familiar
to the Black children. Examples o,f the basic cpiftepts
in standard and non-standard versions are as follows:

Standard Version (Bodhm) Nonstandard Version (Will-
. jams' c1177ers)

Space'

ark the toy that is Mark the toy that is in .

ind the sofa. back of the couch.

(2) Qua

Mark t
a

. is whol

(3) qime:

ityOr

e amye that

Mark 1;e bpy who is
beginning to clifflg:
the tree.

Mark the.applejhat is
still all there.

Mark the. boy who is start- ;
ing to climb.the'tree.

(Variations may be .

uset as, about to,
4etting,ready to.) .



We are fully .cognizant of the problem of standardiza-
tion in chanting the instructions on tests. The
essence of this study, however, is to determine the
performance of Black children when the same test
questions are worded differently.

The results showed clear cut differences. The
mean scores on the non-standard version were signifi-
cantly higher than those of the standard version
(Non-standard mean 35.59; standard mean 32.26, p >
.05). We examinedethis phenomenon further by compar-
ing our findings with those of Boehm's original re-
liability sample. Boehm's 2647 Children were all from
the same grade levels as Our sample. She included
children from the low, middle, and high socio-economic

0. levels. All of-our children were from thg low-income
level. When we compared the "standard version" scores
of Boehm's middle and high,SES children with those
of our children, her group was significantly higher
than ours. But, when we compared the'"non-standard
version" scores of Boehm's and our groups, no signifi-
cant differences were found. Ih several instances, '

the non-standard means of our groups exceed those of-*
Boehm's group.

- These findings clearly suggest that language
bias plays a significant part in 'reducing scores of
Black children on the Daehm Tegt. It is presumed
that a similar factor aperates on other standardized
instruments such as the Bimet, Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (WISC) and Pzeabod)ALPicture Vocabu-
lary (PPVT). Thus, when the test item's are'dialect
fair, and culture specific, Black children do as well
as their white counterparts.
Williams (1972a) points out:

A difference in labeling cognitions rather
- than a deficiency in languab is to'be
found in the language of Black children.
That-is, Black children have developed a
different or divergent language represen-
tation of pe'sons, events, objects of the
world about him, and have labeled these
.phenomena according to what meets approval
.inhis environment. (p. 2)

Rivers (1969) in describing the organization of
.- cognitive patterns iii children, pointed out that one
of the most noticeable characteristics of deVeloping
cognitive behavior is the emergence'of processes
which involye the systematic trwsformation'of direct
sensory information from the envIronment into symbqlic
forms. These transformations lead to active inter--:

- action among learned symbolic responses.` In. same
. .instances; this interaction may be somewhat detrimental

as when one verbal pattern interferes with the lealir- it

-
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,

ing, understanding, retention or production of another
verbal pattern.

In many ways, standard English may not signal
or activate the Black child's linguistic-conceptual
Systems to the extent that systematic transformations
are evoked to produce the expected cognitive responses.
If the child is confronted with unfamiliar language
stimuli, his cognitive transformational system will
not adequately process the incoming stimuli. However,
it is important that it be understood that this does
not mean that the Black child lacks the capacity for
processing' the standard language stimuli (verbal or
written); what is implied is that his "communications
intake gates" are not fully activated by the stimulus
properties of standard English.

The following model seems appropriate this
state of affairs: conceptually two,..sensor put,
channel gates must be activated in order for child.
to process, information. Gate I is always ope 'and

receptive to incomi g sensory information. Ho ever,
in order for this i (irritation to enter the. cognitive
transformational cha el of the system,IF museactivate
Gate II. If the info' ation does not meet certain
specifications s unfamiliar, or is of in-
sufficient amplitude, r is "noise") it is then re-
turned to the source- f r better organization or for
signalS which me ,pt sy em input specifications. If,
on-the other hand, t incoming information possesses
familiar parameters, then Gate II is activated and,
the material is sen into the child's transformational
system. for .fmrther processing And decoding.

What is suggested_in this research is that the
teacher become (a) flexible and responsible to the
child, (b) respond to, where the child is and (c) employ
an appropriate teaching method to take him from where
he is to other goals (associative bridging). Simpkins
(197,3) defines associative bridging ks a strategy
used to engage the student by,using the verbal and
noiih.verbal behavior he has already acquired outside ,
the classroom, as a starting point i.e. moving from,
the familiar to, the unfamiliar.

TETWidespread belief then, along White scholars,
that Black Children use restricted codes and show
cognitive concreteness and rigidity in our opinion,
is false. To.the.-contrar,'BlaCk children must possess
a great.deal*of cognitiv flexibility in. order to sur-
vive at' all 'in urban schoo).s and society in general.
They Must be .able to switch codes from "everyday talk"
to'"4chool talk.",Everyday talk is a kind of familiar
informal language where one is not concerned about
phonology and syntax. One_ is concerned about*getting
over or just plain communicating.. School,talk or
standard English is very formalized where great em-
phasis is placed on grammar, diction, syntax, etc. ,
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Black children are able to switch codes from every-
,day talk to school talk, perhaps not as effectively
as White children, but they do switch codes. If a
child is put in a school system that employs a language
code different from his own, either the school must
switch to that child's language system, or, the child
must switch codes. Usually, the child is required

"s to switch codes, suggesting cognitive flexibility,
rather than cognitive rigidity.

The model which I have been discussing is cer-
tainly not a new one. It similar to one proposed,
by Shannon (1948) some years ago. The essence of
the information theory proposed by this researcher
was that, once a message has been selected by a
source, it is encoded by a transmitter, sent' over a
communication EE,FFT, and then decoded by a receiver
at the destination. How much of EnrEformation can
be retrieved at the destination depends on: (1)

E
the information a ailable at the source; and (2)
whether tiib chap 1 carries "noise"--i.e., signals
from some other ource that_may interfere with the /I
message under co sideration. The activation of the
second.gate, Of. which we spoke earlier, depends upon
symbolic Or abstra44 representations of objects,
rules and events, rather than by their concrete, rote, ,
sensory properties. In order for the Child to decode
incoming, linguistic messages properly, he must first
recognize, identify and discriminate events from the
standpoint of his existing cognitive structures, and
the message must be as free of "noise" as possible.
Standard English is for many Black children, "noise",
laden stimuli, which, when presented, the child re-
quires' that he switch codes from "everyday talk" to
"school talk"; the formebeing non-standard and the
latter, standard. .,

The present findings,clearly mitigate against'
the less language or.deficiency hypothesis as put
forth by Bernstein (1961), Be4eiter and Engieman. '
(1966), and Jensen (1969). What these results suggest
is that the Blackichi/d develops a different symbolic
representation of concepts, rather than a deficiency
of conceats. /

,

The 411-basiC contention here is thit there is a
problem of match (Hunt 1969), or mis-match (Williams
1972b) between the Black child's language background
experience's and the language which he bncounters in
the standardized test situatit. A scontinuity ,- 1
or mis-match occurs between th Black child's cbgni-
tiVe-linguistic system and the linguistic stimuli
presented in test instructions and school curriculud.
PsychOlogical tests in part .icular, may not adequately
activate the cognitive-linguisLc processes of,the
vast majt;ity of Black children. It is necessary
to accompligh a match by presenting the

4 , ,
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and materials of psychological tests in ways that
relate to the language backgrounds of Black children.

Notes

1The term was actually 'coined by one of the
author's (Williams).

2PUblishedtiy the Psychological Corporation,
304 East 45th S ., New York, NewYork '10017.
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A STATEMENT ON THE ASSESSMENT PROCtSS IN COUNSELING-

, ? Don K-. Harris°
P .!' '. *

General
34

.

,

. The purpose-of this' paper is. to delineate the
process of utilizing psychological te.tii1g in the-
counseling process, particularly as an,aid to voca-
tional exploration, vocational decis-Lon7Fikirrg,,edu:

= o-cational planning, training, and vocational adjilst-, .

'

ment. The process of using tests in vocational arid'
,

educational planning is baseddon certain philosophical
assumptions about the, individual and 'bp knbw1eage Oi
the state of art-in tesfing sterived from both empirical
and clinical research. -. ,

,

, .
, 4'

Assumptions , ,
, ,.,

.., '-=
Utilization of assessment instrumentsis based

on'the assumption that the individual has a right,fo
determ4e his/her owli,participation in 'such a process
It is also assumed that each individual is capable of
making choices and' decision_ that .best fit his/her'.
needs With regard'to.human growth and-development.
When information is generated and presented Ls terms
that are understandable, the individuals will be akle,,,r

t7

to utilize. such information to their advantage. SIncee=
. tests do not accurately describe interest, personality,

and aptitudes, information generated from tests will .

be utilized in conjunction with environmental, personal,
and background. infoZmation. Since predictive yarn-
ities of tests have been found to be of 'a low order for.,..

a number of reasOns', tests are more appropraA ately used
-when they are viewedas additional informatioh to
help both the client and counselor determine' what
intervention strategies.appeartto be more apprOpriate .

to assist the client in the'achievement of individual" goals. This approach to the use, of tests in.counselr
ing is in contrast to an. approach that, uses tests
to predict futur7behavior and ,individual- outcomes.

- Me's., the philosophical base for the use of tests
. in counseling is anchored in the enhancement and

..,

'nurturance of - individual development,:rather than in
behavioral prediction. ,
/

2.

!-----"e-, .%.1re,,

"Don'K. Hafrisonsis an ssociate professor Pri the ,.

.Schobl of Education, University Of Michigan, Ann 4....../ w
Arbor. --?.- .
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-

-The Assessment' Pxocess
- ,

,

The following components comprise the assessment
process:.

1. Determinifig that testing will generate useful

informgOon to aid,inplanning.

2. Prepai-ing the inaividual.forassessment proCedure.

. 3. Selecting the tests that are appropriate to in -

dividual needs .

.

.
. , '.-

. Adminitering the tests,selected.
, :

t ..5, Scoring the instiuments.
_,

. -.,
.

,,

-. . 6. Selecting appropriate norm and xeference groups.4/ c

^, :7,:- Profiling test results. : ,

.

., .c
,

8. interpreting.test Verbally,to the client.
,. .

, .

% ^
-

9.; Developing,a written report of test,interpretation.
. ,

,

,
..,

-. 10. Ekplaring educafional,IvoN-tional-,_ ind psrsonal
options; using infdrmatioit-generated 'fqm tests. ..

and *other sources. :- , ,

.

_ - -
. ,,, .

, -11. Formulatin an,individualizdt written plan of
,

'action ;and interli,entrion strategy.
,

. t .(,,, - 41
-

.
.

_
.

Determining the. Teti that Will Be UseAll - ,

_.

,

, . ..
* .

A,
' 'tiot all clients wflo-_come in'for Service will re- ')

'

, quire tpting. Tests shouldbe used.tO provide new .

.,',
information of to check on,available data as necessary , )

, and approptiate. -Testing rin an indivaktual case may '4'

, . be done om a broad basis,(covering a.wide variety
t .

,

, of trai-ts) , in a limited arta, or in some insta cos '

.. 'not at al/. The adequacy of the information al eady .

, , available about the counselee, 'should be-4 'prima y , .

.
.determining factor as to whether tes,ting may b eful. /

., .

"el=
PRrsonal data developed on.the-client th ough

.
-clieni*counselor interactienshould :serveas a baiis _,..

.for determiningybetber psychological'testing irill °

be useful.
-. The attached personal data form, which may be

'/

, , completed is. illustrative of the typi

- ' ,of basio.inform4tion that might be developdd (see. .

5 attachment in Appendix-I)..._

_

1_

Preparing th,
.

e Clie t for Testing .

.-., , /

, rt is important hat the,individual be appro-
prlately prepared for the assessment process. Clients

'should understand how.rhe information geneAted from.
tests will asiist them in deciding Off a plan of action.-

' EvAry eff6it should be mad,e to put celinselatesat ease,:
.

. . 1. , w .

. '
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4.

Selectiu Tests Based on Individual Needs
1

Wholesale and blanket testing is not.recommended
sincg a broad approach may tend is ignore individual
needs, aspirations, and'uniqueness. Thus, tests
should be individually selected for each counselee
with consideration given to such 'factors asi the
appropriate difficulty of the test 'and the4readig
ability of the client; cultural consideration of the
cl °ient; the possible effects of disability apd cul-
tural consideration-On test performance; and the
counselee's mental and...physical cnditiont,with regard
bo fatiguee, restlessness, or imattentiveness.

Administering Tests

Tests should be adminis-teed only after cdun-'
selees have e-been adeqltely oriented and 'prepare,'. for
the process:- Directions for adminis.tering tests'
shouldbe adhered to preciselY. The cOunselees'
behal.rior-during testing should be observed, and cer-
tain ObservatIOns about behavior should be recorded.

-- -

Selecting Apprentiate Norms and Reference Groups'

.: Sinc,e tests will be%elected on an .individual
-,--1.,_haSis so as td takel,into consideration individual

differences;,it follows that appropriate Iprms should
..'. be serected,,taking.into consideration thetvgoals.and

,aspirations-of the )lient.
.

PiofAle and Test Resufts
. -

"After tests have been adminis'tere'd, scored, and
the'apprePi=iate reference group selected; the results .

should be recOrded,and a profile of the results made. ..

This requires. an understanding of basic statistical '

. and measurement concept, wch as the mean, Mode, .

do'
spndard,deviation, percentile rank, and standard . ,
scores.sc .

. ,

IAterpreting Tes=t Re*sdlts.to Clients
---\

-, Accepting _the assumPtion -tat, an i ndividual has
the Light to make his own decisions and is capable '

of assuming selfresponsible behavior, an interpre-
./ tatioh of test results stiould pe governed by such

-assumAgions. .Result3 should be presented to 'clients
in such a way that they have.an opportunity to par- '".

ficipatd.-in'the procegs. This requires'that the
, 'connselorideVelop a framework, and approach. which

. ',makes it possibl for clients sto-participate'and
learn about .themselVes as a result of tfiis process. i.:

'--, - . ' .
,
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1

An interp.ation of test iresults should not occur.
independent of other information avdil4Vle about
they indivi al. Interpretation of test results should
take int account personal and background factors,i
and environmental considerations.

f\,
DeVeloping'a Wvi.ftpn Reps -t of Test Results

Based on the ,a umption tha t individual reccirds
will beMhintained.o clients, it is important that
.the counselSr provid a Written'inteuretation of in-

formation generatedf m tests. ,.Such infqrma ion
,

sho be. integrated a d synchroiized with other

ailable data on the ounSelee.100

Exploring Altd'rnatives %
41°

Closely ,related to interpreting Lest results,
the exploption of,citoice field's and alternatives is

'an importSat consid&ration its assisting the client'

.
to learn about himself and to make decision's. It is 1
importarit thaf the implication sand passibiLites tf
information generated from tes-t, be closely e/amined

-and. explared in the counseling proces. One approach
that has been found useful is Roe's Two-Way Occupa-
t' nal Class-ficalkon Scheme which presents a view of

t e world of work, together with educational level

reodirement and the. level responsibility needed

in fulfilli g occunAtidnal- roles. Rae's Two-Way

Occupations Classification scheme helps to clarify
relationships among occqatio and fields of work
and illustrates career ladders and progiessions.
.Counselors should be ,thoroalhl familiar with a sys-

temAtit approach to education and Occupational ,

explorati2fand how to use it with elients;-
.

J3evelo in the LndiVi'dualzz d Written Plan

Tiqhg ii4to count., ersonal; environmental
test- information, n other. datavdevelbp with the \

, , A Lient, the coUns for/i's now in a:position o devOlop '.,

an,individualieedjplin\ of intervention based. on in-..

dividual client n eds and goals. .

Selected Non/C1-iill.cal Standardised Paper And Pencil
. -.-

-.Tests - '

, , ...

, ,
,

--.

Significant paper` and pencil tests, of a non-

clplical natui which. are fequentlY usedin educa-
tiOnO,' vocational planning are itemized end appear

!n Appendix II. Wiath.appropriate piail-ling andbasic

ounseling procedbfts.and'the theory and 'technique

\ of measurement, 'the cOupselor male find such tesM .

. ..

useful. ,

..

- .. - s. ). A
,
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Referfal of Clients to Other Sources for Testing .1

',.

.
_.

.

't. BecAuse4of extremely low reading and educational

, .
levels, cultural differences, .disabilities, mentAl

. . A
and eMotional considerations., it may be more appro-'
prate to i:efer such clients .t6-psycholbgists or

..0' 1 other organizations professionally qualified' in assess-
ing clients` so, circumstanced. 6U.uselors should be ,

C.

aware of their'assets and limitations anrknow.when 'n
referral to other sources is appropriate.

C-
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APPENDIX II

Selected Paper and
Pencil Tests

Theeteqts indicated below are paper and pencil
tests.that would 'develop information about interest,
personality-, general ability, aptituie, and achieve-
ment. This selection has been made since the tests
may be individually or group administered,aare rel-
atively,short,'and includes some tests for'which a
reading leyel o.f less, than 6tF grade may be required.

Interest Inventories

A Studof Values

Kuder Preference Record, Form,C

Kuder Occupational Interest Survey, Form DD.

Mfnneota vocational,Interest Inventory

.
Stiong-CampbelTInterest Inventory, Form T-325

Strong Vocational Interest, Blank, -Form T-399

USES; Interest Check List'

Personality Priventories

Guilford-Zimmerman. Temperament Survey

Edwards Personal'Preference Schedule
itk

General Mental'Ability Tests, Group
°

Caldfarq 'TestShort-Form Test of Mental Maturity

Otis.-Lennon Mental Ability test .

k -,.General Menta.1 Ability Te s,,ScholAstic Aptitude
4

College Quajificat ;d sV

School and College : Ability Test.

GeneralAptitude Test BatteLes

USES GenerA'Aptitude Tevot:Battelky
t

,tchievement Tests

AdUlt .LearningAxaminatiori

Caidfornia Achieverlen Test- ,

Staafard AchAvemInt ast
Gray Oral Reading Testi'

\,
.

NelObn-Denny Reading Test

a

. .

IL 0



Mechanical Information and Reasoning Tersts

.Bendett TestbiXechanical Comprehension, Forms
\ AA, BB, CC', Wl, 5;-..and T

-Motor pexterty-Tests

Minnesota Rate of Manipulation

Purdue Pegboard

Space Relations TestS,

Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board Test, Series AA
4

NClerital Aptitude Tzts-

General Clerical Test

Minnesota Clerical West

I

4,
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A LEGAL LOOK AT COU ELIN

Lamont Buffingto

Summary View of the Lawon-Corporal Punishmentom

ThApresent law on the use of corporal-punishmynt
in the public school has evolved' from the various
states' statutes an United States Supreme Coutt de-

.
cisions.

The two'Supr Couft cases on the issue are
Baker v. Owens, 39 F. Suft 294 P4DNC,, 1975,4 affirm-
ed 4231.S. 907, and Ingraham v. *Wright) 45 LW. 4364,'
(decided 4719/77). In a summary opinin, the Baker ".

Court,found a North Caroline sta'te lawlempoweriHi-7
public school teachers-and,officials,te use reasonable
force in cestraining pupils and maintaining order
constiTutrbnal even if imposed over parental Obj*tion.

In the recent United. StatesSupreme'Court de(cision
of Ingiaham.v. Wright, the Court addresses the 45sue
of whether paddling of students as'a means of main-: '

taining school discipline is cfuel and unusual pAnish:
ment in violatioh of the Eighth Amendment to thCon-
stitutioni and xhethei due Arocess.requires notice .

and an opportunity to be heard before school officials
mayimpose corporal punishment, The.ans n to both

,

questions is
0 ,

1) The Eighth Amendme t do not ap1Iy to disciplinary
,,corporal puni 'Ant n the public schools. ",, v

. . A

- 'The history of the Eight Apendment and past, ,
d cisions of the SupieMe C Iirt make"it clear that the

ohibitionagainst.crue and unusual punishment waa..,
esigned to protect only`those' individuals convic.(
w (:)

d T.
t..\f crime. The openness the public school an :

its superyisiodby the com pity affol-d sufficie
protectioh agaThst the kinds of abuse the Amendme t, .

was intended to prevent.-,
.

The student has pftfle.'need,for the. protection

,

of the figr'Amendment. Though attendance' may not
always luntary., the public ghool remains an
open institution where'family, friepds, teacheis,and,
pupils may witness and protestanylnstances of.mis-.
'treatment, In aham. The Court concluded, that when
public sdho ;teat ers or administrat4s impose g

"namont Buffington is the'Law and Policy Analyst or the
Project for the Fair Administration>of-Student Dis=
Ciplime University of Michigan, Ahn Arbor. ' .
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disciplinary corpoTal pulishment, the Eighth Amend-
,ment'issin plicable.

2} e D PrOcess'oClause oilthe Fourteenth Am ndment
es ndt require notice and_hearing pr r

.to imposition pf corporal punishment.

the operiness of the public-schools°, along, with
the existence of state law prohibiting any punishment

, going beyond that which is,reasonahly nessary fof
,thelproper education and discipline of the student,
isSufficiently protective of students' rights so
that no further due process safeguard is requiied.. .

Similarly,. even_ though the Fourteenth Amendment,
protectS liberty ingests; such as fTeedom froM\bodily.

opunishment, the . id the:use of_rporel punish-
"`ment in public schools nvolves thisliberty'interest,'

- butithei the tradit" al state law remedies are fully
adequate to afford due,. process.

,9
,

3) ,The state law pro des sufficient due pr6cess to
) protect ts' rights and liberty Interest.

.,

State law remedies of suit by students against
school officials for\civil or criminal liability for .

the :inflictioll,of unreasonable, arbitrarf, malicious,
6r'unduly severe corporal punishment provides sufficient
due process protection. The ,Constitution does nod'

--,/
, require any-other procedural. safeguards.

. .
. ,

Thetconcept:Ahat,reasonable corporal.punish-. -;

Ment,in schools is jUstifiable continuet to
}fie recognized in the laws of mosLstates.

-,-It represents the bAlance struck -by thiS,?,
tountr4etween the [student's] interest in
personal. searaty and `the traditional- view

D that some l ).mit'ed corporal punishment may
',-- be necessarrAyhe course of alstudent'S-1[student's }.,,;.,

--,-....,

---.- ,.:1;educatiOn. Ins aham,AW5-Lew WIYek 431"/
,

A
,

r - .. 1

4),, Michigan state'law,authorizes the use ofAysisal-' --'-''

'.. :, .force by school personnel. -,

.,4 . ,T\il dichiga4,pnysicel force may be used by.any'
t

.

, eacher16-rTerintendent as may be necessery, to
take possess onwfrom any student of any dengerous
weapon carried by him or forsthe,pprpose of Maintin-

; ing prdper-discipline over the students. Thus, t1ie-
state law extends td school person 1"a limited
privAldge permitting them to infl(ct reasonable col'-
p o al punishment students in their cares M.C.V.A.
44 340.755-757. ,

. . ' x

it,
The state laW provides for civil liability

-against school PersonneUn the event of a gross abuse
-physical force. School personnel who use physical

92
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force to disarm or discipline students may be civilly
to those students if the punishment is a gross

abuse of physical force and is done with disregard
for the health and safety of the-student.,.

The state law is silent as to criminal liability
in the cpse of gross abuse and disregard for the heallh
and .safety of the 'student.

SumMacy -
1) Corporal Punishment is permissible if

allowed under state

Ili

. .

2) Corporal P lient--is,f)erMi'ssille even over
parental d eb tion.

16

) PubliC school teachers and,, administrators .

are privileged under state lav to inflict.
only such corpgxal punishment :as ,is reasonably
necessary for the proper. education and Aisci-

-ppline of the student; punishment going
`beyond thp_prividege may r rift' in both civil,a
anthcriminal liability. .,

-.- ) 4)
State law,remedies of suit'for abuse of the

1

privilege to use corporal punishmen,suf-
ficipntly protects stUdents!rights.

37.
-._When a state Omits the usVof corporal

pianishmeht and Rrohibits its abuse, then no-
additional constitutional protection is

.

,.-- necessary. .

,

( 6)...,pue process does not require notice and,a

.
hearing p.rior to-the llimposition df corporal

c.
punishment in public

1

_Schools.
-... N,e

As:a local., policy matter school AistrictS. may
adopt'due process proceduresjor the regulatibp 4f
the use'of. corporal punishment. Such proc duras may

,

include: .

.......
a

1) clearnotice to flO siddent that certain .
behaviv,,oY will occd'sion'tha use of corporal
punishment;' k ,

,
,

k
2) a rule reserving corporal punishment to an1 . action of last resort;s k t t ,

-
3) a rule nequirin? that a, teacher or'principal

' who punishes, corporallyvdd so ie.the.presence_
of.a.second school 6fficial, ('iepoher or prin-
cipal) who must b informed beforehand and /

in the studentls rdience of the reason for
the punishment; . . -." 4.

e

4) a rule-requiring an official whb has adminis-
- tered-corporal punishment to'promide the -,

2 studtptvs parent, upon request, 'a, written
7 .

, . , : , . 4 -- .1-
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explanation of his/her reasons and the name
of the 'second official who was present.

!These minimal procedures serve to protect the
student's interest without undercutting.the disciplinary
value of the punishment. However, these. procedures
are optional and are not required by law.

Nevertheless, a corprehensive discipline policy
should list the factors to be considered in determining
the need for corporal punishment. Among the most
important consideratiores ate the seriousness of the
offense, the attitude and past behavior of the student,
the nature and severit of the .punishment, the age
and strength of the_Ald, and the availability of
less severe but equally effective means of.discipline.
See, "Ingraham at 43670,

It is also recommended that the policy prohibit
the use of corporal punishment in front of the class,
specify' what instrumeiitalities may" be used to paddle,
where on the student's body fie/she may be struck,"and
the number of swats allowable. Similarly for data
collection and monitoring purposes school officials'
should be required t' report_to a central location
the offense for which e tudent was punished, the
number of swats Administer nd the witnesses present.

Educatipna
The Fami

nd Privac Act

The United States ess, exemplifying eoncern
for the protection of the rights of students, promul-
gated in 1974 a comprehensive Act of serious importance
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act is the
sole effort by the federal government to safeguard
parents and students from unwarranted intrusions into
their privacy, resulting from the collection and dis-
semination-oS information in educational records.. The
Act, wide in scope and full of impact, has as its
purpose the vesting of many legal and edwcatiOnal
benefits in parents and students. tr

This Act applies to all educational institutions.
to which funds are made available under any Federal
program for whichthe United States Commissioner of

.

Education,hasadministrative responsibility as specified
by law, or by delegation of authority pursuant tolaw.

Specifically, the statute governs (1) access to
records maintained by certain educational institutions
and agencies, and, (2) the release of such records.
Generally', the Act provides: that such institutions

4 must provide parents of students access to official
records directly related to the students; and an oppor-
tunity for a hearing'to,challenge,such records on the
grounds that they are inaccurate; misleading, or other-

,



wi.se inappropriate; that institutions must obtain the
written consent of parents before releasing,personally,
identifiable data about students from records to other
than a specified list of exceptions; that parents ,and
stude'nts most be notified of these rights by their re-
spectivq schooldistricts, and that tes'e rights trans-
fei exclusively to students at certain points. The
Act furkher requires that an office and teview board
be established in the Department of Health, Education.,
and Welfare to investigate and. adjudicate violations
and complainti df the Act.

In this author's opinjon, the most significanf'
benefit accruing to the parents or students, is the
"notice &10 hearing" requirement. Under the Act,
each educational institution to which the Act is
app/icable,and whith maintains records on students,
shall infort parents and eligible sudents of all the
rights accorded them by the Act. Such notification
is intended to make the notice requirement meaningful,
and tc ensure that parents and students are likely
to actually receive notice. It does not prescribe
what means may be reasonable, because what might be
reasonable for a one -room school house, would not be
reasonable for a university.

In the same vein, the Act' is intended to require
educational agencies and institutions to conform to
fair information record-keeping Kactices., It is not
intended to overturn established standards and pro-
cedures for the challenge of substantive decisions
made by the institution. It is intended, however,
to open the basis upon which decisions are made to
more scrutiny by the students, or their parents, about
whor decisions are being made. It will also afford
them the opportunity to challenge and correct -- or
at least enter an explanatory statement -- inaccurate,
misleading, or inappropriate information about them

.

which may be in their files, and which may contribute,
or have contributed to an important decision made
about them ,by the institution.

The law intends that parents have a full and
fair opportunity to present evident "' to show that
their children's records contain inaccurate or in-
appropriate information, The hearing is to be teld
within a.,reasonable period after the parent's request.

It is important to note that parentsor students .

can seek to correct an improperly recorded grade, but
cannpt,through the hearing required by this Act,
conte'stwhether the teachershould have assigned a
different grade.

Nevertheless, the supreme value of the hearing
requirement is made clearer when viewed in light of
the'tremendqiis amount of litigation and publicity
attendant aptitude testing in schools, and the role.
of the latter as "student sorter" in the name of

9S
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academia. Thus, it is high* significant that under
the Act, the parents of a child who has been labelle'd
imentally retarded and put aside in a special class or
school, have a right. to review the_materials in the
record' which led to this institutional decision, and

40,perhaps seek profe!s'ional assistance to 'determine
Nybether these materials contain inFccurate information,
or erroneous evaluarrions about their dhild.

a:) In conclusion, schools must maintain a public
sdhotl environment commensurate with the pursuit of
educational goals,-while recognizing and protecting
the, individual rights of the participants: students,
parents, faculty and members of the community. With

__the FederalAct-in force, parents and Studehts will
be afforded maximum p otection, and one of the major
problems in making an ceping records, the use of
'those records by unauh ized persons, will be

-

The above discussion is not intended to.represent

a detailed analysis of the Act, but is intended only

to impart to the reader an'oiKerview of the Act's

coverage.

4

Report-Per onality Testing

The primary thrust of this paper is to raise
some of the legal concerns attributable to the work
of the school psychologist.who, using psychological
and personality tests. and technius, attempts to
peer into student's psYches.

The use of any personality Zest constitutes a
invasion of privacy to Some degree, as the person ,

tested -rarely understands ithe implications of all

the questions or tasks given to him, or the signifi-
cnce ofiall his responses. In 1928, Justice Brandp_ks

of the Ujiited States Supreme Court, in a dissenting
opinion that far overshadows the majority holding,

wrote,

The makers of our Constitqtion undertook to
secure conditions favorable to the pursuit
of happiness....They ought to piotect Ameri-
cans in their beliefs, their thoughts,
their emotions, and their sensations. They

41. conferred, as against the government, the
right to be let alone-- the most compre-
henSive,,of rights and the right most valued
by civilized.Man.1

The controversy-oveilpossible invasion of privacy

thrIngh the use of tests ha's grown steadily in America

since the 1960's. The deep concern that many indivi-
duals feel about allgged invasions of privacy, is
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typified -by the comments of Monroe H. Freedman,
Associate Professor of Law, George Washington Uni-
versity ; mbo testi-fied before a Congressional Subcom-
mittee in'part, as follows:

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality In-
ventory, (MMPI) is one of the' most widely
used tests of this kind. It contains 556
questions,' which are all to. be answered f

true or false, "quickly and without think-
ing or deliberation." These' questions il-
lustrate the propensity for psychological
questioning.tO intrude into areas 4Aa'erly

I*reserved for the privacy of such confiden-
tial relationships as, husband art0 wife,

..priest and)pentinerit,- or doctor and patient.2 '

The only real safeguard and remedy for alleged
,and proven violationsoof privacy'is the promulgation
of standards. Initially, standards of fairness im-,

. posed upon all state agencies by the concept of due
'Trocess should preclude the administration of inter- z,

ligence, petsbnality, or psychological tests and/or ,

the records, unless such tests are seasonably accurate
as to what they purport to measure and record.3

k ., .
Written standards, once promulgated_ could alle-,

.4;41 viate the fear and anxieties many Americans feel in
regard to testing. Such standards shquld specifically'

t

___..
,,,,,,g,ramtto_theparents and-thefamilylaiqer\the right .

to discuss the results and uses of the tests with the
school psychologist. Results of tests should riot be
released to third parties, including, but not limited

,.

to, law enforcement'officials and prospective emplOyers,
without the informed written consent of the student's '

parents. The student's consent will suffice, if the
student is. of age. should be made so that
non;school'testing, uthorized and obtained by the
parents, is, allowed o be placed into the school record.

V A provision for expunging dubious test results from the
student's record must be indicated as an essential
component of any'standard of the protection of privacy.
Written standards must be made available to parents
al0 students whenever psychological testing is pro-
p sed.

Other relevant information for the parents or
tudents would be the name of, and address of the cor-
ate entity publishing the test, whether the publish-*

er is a profit.or non-profit corporation, how the'rest
is advertised, and how the profession has appraised it.
Finally, they should be advised of the exent to which

.

it has a cultural, ethnic, or other bias. .
The whole process of promulgating standards is Pi:

made more arduous in light of the problems is obtain-
ing parental "informed consent." Before any tests ":' . ,z
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are administered', the parents of the student to be
tested should be requested to give their informed
consent. Thg acquisition of informed consent is diffi-
cult because the'average American parent has a.great
and naive faith in "scientifically" constructed tests,
This faith is reinforced by the unconscious desire
of the more insecure parents Xo avoid involvement and
to depend on "professionals" to make the difficult
decisions in the education and maturation of their
children.5

FurtheMore, it is unlikely that the avel.agd
parent knows what he is'consenting, to,'when he signs'
a piece of paper stating that the school psychologist
can examine his child. For example, the parent might .

not understand that he has given consent to have this .

child tested while graduate school psychology students'

observe through a one-way mirror. Such an observation
without informed consent may constitute a test. Ygt

such observations are-commonplace in many schools.u'
Theref9re, in order to fully protect student's'

rights, infkmed consent for personality testing
should be comparable to the informed consent obtained
by a physician prior to the performance of Surgery:.

I turn now to a consideration of civil liability
on the part of test makers, publishers and addinisra-
tors. Generally speaking, a vendor of merchandise
has the legal duty _to_give adequate 1;iarningselts-to
the danger that might-be involved in utilization of
the merchandise. This includes publishers of tests.

The public interest requires that no business
firm be allowed to market any product that is detri7'

Mental to the public interest. The publication,
and utilization of tests which could result in an
improper classification of students would not appear
to meet this standard. Students who take such tests
would appear to be within the classof individuals
the law regarding product liability seeks to protect.
Both the publisher and the educational institution
have an obligation to take remedial action when harm

is ddne.9
In conclusion,, results of tests. given in school,

starting with elementary school, are usually made a

part of the student's permanent records. The results
of tests could then conceivably prevent the studnt
from getting a promotion or obtaining a security
clearance twenty years later. It could diminish the
student's opportunities to embark on an appropriate
career as he or she might be counseled into other

endeavors by well-meaning people interpreting invalid

psychological tests and reports. Since the tests
given in school may be a significant, if not crucial
determinant as to the career pattern the-student will
be allowed to enter, it is imperative that the tests.*

be carefully selected, validated, fairly administered,
and expertly interpreted.
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